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Traffic Flows On Chestnut
There was no fanfare, no ribbon was
cut. . . as a matter of fact, the lack of
formal ceremony was very evident. -
But Murray Mayor John E. Scott had
a smile on his face Friday when
Chestnut Street was reopened - to -
through traffic.
Scott, who has led a battle to get the
street reopened that has taken him to
the state capitol several times, said he
is pleased that the street is now open
but that "I am still not pleased with the
way the whole situation has been
handled.'  • ... _ - _
Chestnut Street was closed to through
.traffic on Sept. 12 to allow Harper &
--:".-Arterburn, Inc., contractors; to begin '
work on a pedestrian overpass and the
relocation of a portion of the street
underneath the overpass.
• Amost immediately after the closing,
-merchants on Chestnut voiced coin-
- plailits that the street closing war.:
having a drastic effect on their business •
volume. and several other citizens and
-Murray State University students-,
grumbled about the inconvenience the
street closing was causing.
At one point early in the controversy,
state. Department of Transportation
spokesmen and a spokesman for the
contractor to a group of city officials,
affected merchants and other in-
-:Wrested citizens that the-Amt.-they
could hope for would be to have a
temporary gravel surface in place-on-
the street by Dec. 1.
But, following a visit to DOT in
Frankfort by Mayor Scott, Tran-
sportation Secretary Calvin Grayson
ordered worked stopped up to seven
days a week, every daylight hour, in
Order to complete the street relocation
-portion of the project as soon as
possible. DOT was to pay the contractor
fOr all overtiOX Worked on the stepped
'Uptlrnetab1e.. •
One lane of traffic, controlled by
flagmen at either end of the con
struction area is allowed during the day
when work crews are on the project. At
night and on days when the crews are
not working two-lanes of traffic latil_be
allowed.
District highway engineer Robert
Hodges bas pointed out that the section
of street will again be closed a short
bine, estimated at aniwbere train' four
to 24 hours. When support beaniaTor the
pedestrian overpass are being put in
place by cranes.
Original Campaign Flag Giiiiii
MSU In Honor Of George Hart
An original Henry Clay 1844
presidential campaign flag has been
presented to Murray State University
in honor of the late George Hart—
Murray hanker, mayor and member
of the board of regents before his death
in 1967.
Donated by Dr. and Mrs. James K.
Petersen of New Castle, Del., the
banner, the "Henry Clay and F. T.
Frelinghuysen" campaign standard,
was presented to the university on
behalf of the donors by Dr. L. J. Hortin,
---retirel-elairman of theDepartment.ef
_ -
Accepting it at a brief ceremony in
the University Library, where it will
hang along with a picture of Mr. Hart,
were Mrs. Lochie Hart, his widow, and
Murray State President Constantine W.
Curris.
Petersen, a 1948 graduate of the
university, is a long-time friend of the
- Hart family.. He received a hacrhelor of
'science degree from Murray,
bachelor of arts-frowrifie2Uinversity of
Maryland and the master's degree
from Ohio University.
His many honors include Eisenhower
marralbright Fellowships and Phi
Beta Kappa membership. Formerly
program manager for WLW radio,
Cincinnati, Petersen also directed radio
and television at Ball State University,
Terre Haute, Ind., and at Florida
Atlantic University at Boca Raton, as
well as serving as an assistant director
of radio-television at the University of
Florida.
While at Ohio University, wherein--
was a graduate assistant, he also
served on the public relations staff of
the institution, and at one time
managed his father's primary cam-
paign for governor of Florida.
At the time of his death, Aug. 13, 1967,
Mr. Hart had been a member of the
boaa of regents for 14 yearit.Ifr was
mayor of Murray for 20 years and
president of the Bank of Murray from
1953 until July 1, 1967.
The blue, white, and brown campaign
banner eonsists of "nine blue and eight
white stripes in the manner of an
American flag." In the left corner is a
portrain of Clay, "hand-dyed and hand
stitched." The banner is labeled as
"Clay and Frelinghuysen."
Frederick Theodore Frelinghuysen is
listed in references as a United States
statesman and lived from 1817 until
1185.
with CthePRHESEN-Utenty nary:ffrs.presil cehintLifittlaigitl'flatiAgliwhicPh 4!-heasshgbee"a
pre3ented toMurtay State University b*-62-.-inAl Mrs:fames-K Peteiteii of
New Castle, Del., in memory of Mrs. Hart's husband, the late George Hart-,
Murray banker, mayor and member of the university's board of regents.
- Beneath the flag, which will hang in the University library, is a plaque
beanng Mr. Hart's picture and an explanation-Of the gift.
inside today  
One Section-12 Pages
The November 8 General Election is only three days
away and local voters have some deciaions to make
between now and the time they step into the voting booth
. next Tuesday. Two articles in today's issue of The Murray
Ledger & Times should help readers to reach their final
decision. One of the articles, which begins on this page,
gives arguments for and against the Constitutional
Convention question. The other article, on the Opinion
Page (page 4), is the second In a two part series which
reveals responses local candidates made to a Murray-
Calloway County league of Women Voters questionnaire.
MOIStly   . today's index •. -
cloudy
Mostly cloudy and mild with a
good chance of showers today,
tonight and Sunday. High tem-
peratures today will be in the mid
and upper 70s. Lows tonight will
be in the low and mid 60s. Highs
Sunday in the low and mid 70s.
Precipitation chances 50 per cent
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TRAFFIC ROWING ON CHESTNUT—Traffic again began flowing on Chestnut Street Friday afternoon when a
relocated section of the street was opened at noon. On hand for the reopening of the street was Murray Mayor
John F. SCott, right, who has led the push to get the street reopened earlier than originally scheduled by the state
Department of Transportation and contractors on a pedestrian overpass project at Murray State University. Only
.cuie,lane,cd traffic_ccintrollpfl by flagmen, 2IIped the construction area_ while Crews are at tatork 
Two lanes will be allowed at night and other times when workmen are-not on duty. Staff Photo by Gene MCCutcheon
Senate Approves SS Bill
4
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
and Senate agree that vast sums of
money must be funneled into the ailing
Social Security system, but they differ
on the question of how much working
people and their employers should
sacrifice to get the job.done.
The Senate on Friday concurred with
the position of the House that Social
• Security taxes will have to be raised.
Left unresolved was the question of
whether the maximum tax paid by a
WOriter wUhje clQublecl
the next 10 years.
House-Senate conference committee
will have to decide to what extent Social
Security taxes will be raised_ for ern-
• •PlOYeeslind theft employers. -
• _The panel also must decide whether ,
'employers and employees should
continue splitting the payroll-tax
burden 50-50, as the House proposed, or
wiggler employe will be required for
the first time to carry a larger share of
the burden, as favored by Senate.
At stake are the paychecks of some
107 million working men and...10MM
and Social Security benefits of 33
million elderly Americans.
The maximum a working man or
woman now pays per year is $965, and
that is matched by .the employer. The
Senate bill would_ehapge this so that, in
1987, for example, the top. tax a worker
would have to pay would be $2,407,
while the employer would have to pay a
maximum 695,325.
The House bill would continue the 50-
50 split, so that in 1987 both the em-
ployee and the employer would pay
identical taxes of $3,025. _
The Senate passed its Social Security
bill Friday night on a 42-25 vote, ap-
proving tax increases that will cost $70
billion to $75 billion over the next six
years, for example, and liberalizing
rules on outside earnings by pension,
recipients.
The House approved its own plan last
week.
Here are unofficial estimates of how
the taxes in the two bills compare. The
figures include tax increases already
written into current law:
$10,000 WORKER
• The current taxis $585 Cyan Beth
bills would raise it in 1978 to $605. Under
the Senate bill the payroll tax on this
worker from 1978 through 1987 would
total $6,612, or $357 more than without
the bill. The House version would result
altaaairtotal of $6,580,, or $325 above -
current law.
HIGH-PAID WORKER
_- Currently, no worker Pays an annual- -
Social Security tax of more irk $965:.
.That is paid only by those earning
$16,500 or more. By 1987 the maximum
wage subject to tax on the employee in
the Senate bill would be $33,900, for a
top-tax-of $2,407., and a #10-year total of _
$17,188, which i5$i,908 more than-
without the bill.
Rotary Christmas
Parade Set Dec. 3
. _
Ttfe NEurrailkniary— Clur Was sele§a-tUrday, Dec. 3, aithe date-for the si
-annual Murray Christmas Parade according to an announcement made
today by Charles Waiston, Rotary parade chairman.
Featured in the parade, which will begin at 2 p.m., will be floats, bands,
antique cars, color guard units, special groups and personalities.
Floats will be judged-in two divisions.acommercialdivisiolkaadl schoot___
division according to the Rotary announcement. Trophies will be awarded to
the first three place winners in the commercial division and cash prizes will
go the the first three place winners in the school division.
Any person-, -eliihsehool or 'organization who would like to enter-a-float,
club sweetheart, king, queen or other type of entrant in the parade is asked
to contact Walston at 753-9694 or 753-4097.
The Rotary Club is expecting this to be the biggest and best Christmas
parade in the histipry of Murray, a club spokesman said.
COMMUNITY DAY PARTICIPANTS — Pictured are some of the par-
ticipants in -the Murray First Christian Church's World Community Day
celebration conducted at the church Friday,- Nov. 4. From left are Corinhe
McNutt, chairman, Estelle Adams, Lucille Potts, Helen Smith, Hilda Whitnell,
Frances Whitnell and Nell Eaton.
Voters Face Constitutional Revision Question
Editor's Note: The following article,
written by Murray Ledger & Times
Staff Reporter Lowell Atchley, is a
compilation of viewpoints from both
proponents and opponents on the
Constitutional convention question.
Sources used for the article include a
statement from The Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and a series of
articles provided by the Legislative
Research Commission, through a grant
from the Kentucky Humanities Council.
"Many Kentuckians are never aware
they live under a Constitution. The
never see it. They never feel it directly.
The Constitution may exist as a vague
conception of state government in the
abstract, but it seems remote to
everyday life on rural mail routes and
pleasant streets in little towns." -
Allen M. Trout, a popular one time
columnist with the Louisville Courier-
Journal, wrote those words in 1947, the
same year Kentuckians turned down a
call for a Constitutional vai mention.
This year ,is 1977, and on Nov. 8
Kentuckians will again be asked to
consider a Constitutional convention
call. The call question is not new.
Voters in 1931, 1947, and 1960 turned
down calls for a convention. In 1966
Kentuckians refused a proposal that a
convention produced.
Trout's words have a ring about them
because in a recent study University of
Louisville's Urban Studies Center
conducted for Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission one of four
persons surveyed ( 27 percent) said they
didn't know the state even had a Con-
stitution!
The Nov. 8 question simply asks if
voters are in favor of calling a con-
vention to revise or amend the present
Constitution.
Should voters okay the call, the
Kentucky Legislature in 1978 would
enact a bill to set a Constitutional
convention date ( the date has to be
prior to Feb. 5, 1,979) and elect
delegates. Voters in November, 1978,
would be given a chance to okay
delegates to the convention. Taking the
process a step further, the Con-
stitutional convention would convene
prior to Feb. 5, 1979, and begin work
redrafting a document that, in it.5
present form, has existed since 1891
Document in hand, voters would be
given the option of accepting the
delegates' work on Nov. 6, 1979. Should
voters accept the work Kentucky
Legislature in January, 1979, would
being work in conforming statutes
A favorable vote for the conventior
call must . be at least 291,785 and
majority. If the convention is called.
must be in Frankfort and 100 delegate,
will attend, one from each Housf
district.
Proponents, of a new state Con-
stitution argue the present document
with its 21,000 words (The U. S. Con-
stitution has 4,000 words plus some 2,500
words in the amendments.) is ,tOO
detailed, to inflexible, that sections of
the document are obsolete.
Those in favor of change have argued
the document restricts legislativi'
power by limiting the state body to one
session every two years and that checko
and balances of Kentucky state
government are out of balance in favor
of the government. Proponents of
change also say the present state
Constitution limits the debt ceiling.
Opponents of drafting a new
document counter, saying the present
Constitution is stable and flexible and
could, through amendments, change to
meet present day needs.
Opponents of calling a convention say •
legislators have adequate time to stbdy
issues in year-round interim committee
sessions.
hose not favoring change argue the
legislative process does not need
reform, that legislation quality in this
state is equal to other states. They
argue that, 'should a convention be
called, the governor in office during
that time would exercise power over
the process and its delegates.
Opponents argue the present state
debt limit should not be changed, that it
should be retained or reduced, not
enlarged.
Argument* both for and against
Kentucky Constitutional revision are
varied', with both sides showing rN yir-,
on a number of points.
In an attempt to enlighten voters
before they step into . the voting booth
Nov. 8, the Murray Ledger & Times has
gleaned arguments from a number of
writings, both pro and con. The
following is not an attempt to cover all
arguments, for or against, but it is an
attempt to present facts connected with
some major topics relating to the
question.
The Old Vs. The New
Is the present Kentucky Constitution
too old, too inflexible to fit the present,
fast paced society, and the present
Kentucky government?
Proponents of change say "Yes,"
while opponents counter with a "No."
Proponents of change say the
document is too lengthy, that it controls
society in too much detail and that with
the detail, flexibility decreases. Sec-
tions, they argue, are obsolete. For
example, one section requires that
state officers from top level to county
officials, before they serve in 8ffice
„ Must attest to the fact they have never
fought a duel. The dociunent also talks
of a railroad commission, and provides
that the lieutenant governor assumes
the duties of the office when the chief
executive leaves the state.
Those in favor of retaining the
document argue the trend among
lawmakers is to make more laws, not
less, to write longer documents, not
shorter. Opponents of changing the
Constitution say the document is stable,
flexible, that change should come
through the amendment process.
Those in favor also argue mat a new
document would match present day
thought in areas like the environment,
energy, educational.
The -obsolete section" argument,
opponents say, implies the entire
document needs updating. Opponents
argue the minute a document is written
and passes voter approval, it is subject
to court interpretation.
Those not favoring revision will
argue the move to rewrite the Present
Kentucky Constitution started with the
legislative branch, which contends it .
does no(have enough power. "
" I Continued On Page 4)




FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1977
. What kind Of day wilt
__tomorrow be'' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES --crMar. 21 to Apr 20)
Objectivity and a strcIfig sense
of realism needed. Don't look
for much cooperation from
others and don't count on luck to
help you hurdle possible
barriers to your goals.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
A tit of daring could pay
now. Don't hesitate to try
unique ideas, methods. You're
thinking along the right lines.
GEMINI -
(May 22 to June
A day . for listening!
Something hinted at will be of
more importance than what is
actually said; may put your
•thought -on an entirely new
- track.
CANCER
(June 22 to Jul i 23') e
Do not be deceived by high,
• sounding promises: Study
persons and situations with
your usual keen perception,
then act as your best judgment
dictates.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2
Day should prove stimulating
in many ways, many areas. One
of your more casual interests
will. now take on added im-
portance.
VIRQ0
(Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) nP
You have- considerable
freedom 'Of movement now.
- ----Best usettit-carr help-to-further
either personal or creative
objectives.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
A sense of responsibility and
pluck - will be needed now.
Situations may not work out as
expected.: Don't panic; step
cautiously, knowingly.
* SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "vent
Whatis significant to you may
not be to others, so be careful
how you express your views and
don't PRESS for results.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23-iii-DiC:-2'1-)
Wm may have to do some
.;.".,,extraT"inaneuiteftrig,T'revise_-
-' some ptrins. Don't go-foo-far out
on a limb, however. Stability
needed.
CAPRICORN -
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't anticipate problems.
Study, act, think in a careful
manner. Mixed influences
- be=' mindful • -Avoid'
-creative interests. -
PISCES )4",(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) -_A
Shun controversies which
merely take up time and
dissipate energies. Change your
,Lande of appro_ach if the oc-
casion demands.
YOU 3ORN TODAY are a
quick thinkt,- id equally quick
in action, but you can get into
"hot water" this way if not
careful. You are sensitive,
intuitive and emotional and are
one of the kindest and most
loving of the Scorpio com-
binations. The usually sharp
edges, bestowed by Mars, are
softened, but they retain their
intensity. Extremely versatile,
there are many fields from
which you could choose what
should be a brilliant career, but
outstanding are science, music,
literature, dancing and
medicine. You also have -ex-
cellent business aculoin and, if
you choose this field as a life
work, should take up one of the
preferably music or
dancing - -as an avocation.
Birthdate of: John Philip Sousa,
composer, bandmaster; Mike






Rummage sale will continue
today at the Dexter Com-
munity Center by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Benefit program for Tim
Walls injured in motorcycle
-4ccident, will be held at old
Faxon School building, just off
Highway 94 East, starting at
seven p.m. Country and gospel
music will be featured.
GUEST SPEAKER. at the_
meeting of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's ,Club held Oc-
tober 20 0'6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club
-house— was Bill Boyd,
presick4I-F-of the Peoples
_Bank. who spoke. on "What
An Employer Expects Of An
Imployee.'! Two new mem-
bers were Ouida Tucker and
luanita Zeiss. Other guests
were Ruby Jo Leslie and Jane




Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 P.M.
Videotape feature, "Wild
River Journey" will be shown
from eight a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Bluegrass State C.B. Club
convention -will be held in
Beshear gymnasium, from
five pan. to eleven p.m.
Trap Shoot will be held at
the Jackson Purchase Gun
Club, -Highway 121- rfear
Coldwater, from eight a.m. to




dinner will be at Fellowship
Hall, First Baptist Church at
six p.m.
All persons over age of 69
will be -admitted free---to
Murray State - Austin Peay
football game at 1:30 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium., Enter at
gate No. five.
Fall Festival, sponsored by
Southwest Parent7Teachei
Club, will be held at the South-
west Calloway Elementary
School from six to 8:30.p.m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. & A.M. will meet at seven
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Sunday, November 6
Mr,._ and Mra., Edd Gardner
will be honored at a reception
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
home of their son, Larry
Gardner and Mrs. Gardner, at
Hardin from two to four p.m.
charge., Fellowship dinner will be
Monday, November 7
Calloway County Band
poosters Club will meet in the
band room of the high school
at seven p.m. All parents and
interested persons from all
elementary schools and the
high school are urged to at-
tend.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
seven p.m. This is open to all
-persons with family,
emotional, stressing or ner-
vous problems. For„...12,-..
formation call Needllne.
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. C.
La Follette at 7:30 p.m. with
members to bririg items for
the annual "stitchin' and
stirring" silent auction.
Advanced registration for
1978 spring semester at-
Murray. State will begin in.,
balcony. of Beshear Gyron
Student Center, from nine
a.m. to three p.m.
Film, The Marsh-A Quiet
Mystery," will be shown by
National Audobon Society at
the Student Center, Murray -




ciates will meet at seven p.m.
in the University Church of
Christ Annex.
The Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
Women's Bazaar will be from
ten a.m. to four p.m. with
various booths open all day.
Turkey luncheon will be
served at eleven a.m. and
twleve noon with tickets at two
dollars, but must be
pruchased in advance.
MSU Women's Society
Christmas Craft Show for
members only will be at seven
p.m. in Comintinity Room of
Pe_oples Brai!cp Bank!, North
12th and Chestnut Streets.
Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet at the home of
Melodean Hicks at Hardin at
gossips and rumor-mongers. arrangements were the • held following morning 7:3°Psn' —
men's cam- worship services at the North
ers — Katie Pleasant Grove Cumberland,
AQUARIUS
/WO
(Jan 21 to Feb 49)
This day shctuld turn oat
Elusiness_.-Wo
mittee Memb
satisfactorily if you are master tluck luncheon at the home
_ of ypur emotions under all
trmstanres -E-spectatty
favored: family concerns and
Firii$161 Chiircit senior
Outland, larue Spann, Agnes Presbyterian Church. Turkey 
Adult Fellowship will have a,
Mc Dan lel, Elizabeth dressing, bread, and drinks P°
stoirneand_ _be _ furnished Abe_ of the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
Stalls. Church Women. 
and Mrs. Whittaker atlwe-Tv-e
noon.
For A New






General Election Nov. 8, 1977
Political Adv. Paid for by Candidate
Hear Evangelist Travis Smith
—TOPIC—
Nov. 6 — Supay Night 7:15
"COME SEE GOD"
Seventh-day Adventist Church
15th t Sycamore St. - Murray, Ky.
POLICE PATROIS
Murray has a large
number of retired and
senior citizens. They





budget and has limited
personnel and patrol
cars.
HOwever- as mayor, I
would work with the Police Department to
regularly patrol residential areas.
You are entitled to that service-
PLEASE ELECT
H. ED CRISMAN
• esuilor by Cluisinan Campaign Fund for
Mayor, Forest Priddy, Treaqicrer
Sunday, November 6
-Annual homecoming wilt Ve
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church with morning speaker,
Rev. Robert Farless, basket
dinner, and gospel singing at
1:30 p.m. featuring The Im-
pressions of Paducah.
Sunday, November 6
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
,1: 30 p.m. in the Hale Chapel of
the church.
Kent-nay Wind Quintet will
present a recital at the Recital
Hall Annex of the Price Doyle




will beat First Presbyterian
Church at six p.m.
Meapday, November 7
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall, Highway 121
North.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon in church
parlor and Kathleen Jones in
Lydian class room, both at
6:30 p.m. prior to World
Missions Conference at seven
p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the clubhouse.
°pectic -A14
By Abigail Van Buren
He'll Nave No Part
Of 19tetric SVstem
DEAR ABBY: I am boiling mad and need to let off some
steam, so you're elected.
When I start thinking about the metric system they
twhoever "they" are want to put over on us Americans, I
get so mad I can hardly contain myself.
It will cost millions of dollars to change the textbooks
and other publications, not to mention highway signs
Our system was good enough for our forefathers and it's
good enough for me. If our neighboring countries don't like
us to be different from them, let THEM change their
system! •
It's too hard for us older people to change. I am 82, and
proud of it.
MAD IN ALABAMA
DEAR MAD: Sorry oldtimer, but the United States is
the ONLY major nation in the world still clinging to
pounds, inches, gallons and acres. The whole world is
-adopting the metric system of weights and measures. And
the benefits to this country of promoting an "international
language of measurements" are too numerous to detail
here.
DEAR ABBY: How do you tell a 60-year-old Sister that
stretch pants are not for her?
My sister is 5 feet 2 and she weighs about 150 pounds.
She carries most of her weight in her_behind, and.she also
has a protruding stomach.
She always wears stretch pants, and people laugh at her
behind her back. But nobody will tell her how unbecoming
those pants are.
Why do clothing manufacturers make stretch pants in
such large sizes?
SIS
DEAR SLS: Manufacturers will make anything they
think will sell. Tell your sister she's stretching things UN
far-, end maybe shell snap back into something more
appropriate for the shape she's in.
DEAR ABBY: Recently my husband and I attended a
wedding. We sent the newlyweds a sterling silver candle
snuffer for a gift. I just received a note from the bride,
thanking us for the "darling little gravy dipper!"
I was stunned when I read it. Should I call the bride and
tell herZ I'm sure she'd be very much embarrassed if she
had guests for dinner and used the candle snuffer to ladle
gravy.
SHOCKED
DEAR SHOCKED: If you really fear that she will use
the candle snuffer as a gravy ladle, call her and tip her off.
DEAR ABBY: Apropos complaints from wives and other
relatives who are obliged to listen to stories told' by some
of us oldsters, may I come to the defense of some of my'
feltnee.storytetters with the following: _- - - -
I once heard a Very entertaining gentleman who was up
in years say, "Don't stop me if you've heard this one. There
is no reason iihy-a good story should not be enjoyed more
than once. Imagine how little good music there would be in
the world if, for example, fa conductor refused to play
Beethoven, Tchailcovsky or Mozart because his audience
had probably heard it before.-
GRAMPS





—Palestine United Methodist--- 5`41i. MONDAY._ NOVEMBER 7, 1977
Try to have a talk with per-
sons important to your in-
terests. A bit of diplomatic
maneuvering could have fine
results. But avoid intrigue.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeV
A hunch could pay off now -
especially in career matters.
But be sure you are seeing
persons and situations in a
realistic light.
SAGITIARRJS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) W19,/ti10.
You maybe concerned about
certain angles Of a situation.
--- Insight IS avaltable, but you'd
need the help and knowledge of
an expert to attain it.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lea
CAPRICORN
Under fine stellar influences,




Church Women will meet at
the church.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Groups of Christian
Wornen's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet: as
follows: I with Mrs. Helen-
Bennett at ten a.m. wiLti Dr.
David Roos to give program,
IV with Mrs. Bailey Gore at
7:30 p.m. with M., s. Robert
Puttoff to, give program.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Billington at nine a.m.,
Janelle Doyle Group in church
parlor ht 9:30 a.m., II with
Mrs. R.W. Chruchill at ten
a.m.. and HI with Mrs. Bailey
Biggins at two p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Coldwater
with Mrs. Ralph Bennett and
New Concord with Mrs.
Curtice Cook at one p.m.,
Coluitryside with Claudia
Carson, and New Providence
and Paris. Road, with places
not announced.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 1:30 p.m.
What kiwi of day will
tomorrow ty ? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar 21 to Apr. 20) er
A „teal made with important
persons should up your status,
lYing gains. Just be sure you
aware of every angle.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1::S
A mixed day. Job associates
are in tune with your efforts
right now, but yon can expect
some ups and downs in a_
romantic situation.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Curb a present tendency to
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a
firm handling of your program
can control situations and bring
you the dividends due.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) GOO
One of your top days for at-
tainment, but strengthen
present status before tackling
new ventures. Use that ex-
traordina6, good judgment of
yours.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 J24,-‘-',
A good day for business en-
terprises. You may get some
information you have been




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TVP
Personal relationships.under
something of a cloud. Be




24 to Oct. 23)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your planets now stimulate
initiative, creativity; also help
you to handle tedious tasks with
brighter spirit Use your talents
astutely.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some changing conditions,
new trends indicated. You won't
like them all immediately. bat
many are better than they .
appear at a glance. Study
everything carefully.
)(C-1
YOU BORN TODAY have a
dynamic personality and are
highly emotional, but approach
life's situations from an in-
tellectual angle. You are a born
investigator and could make an






We are pleased to have-
you as a part
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his death avenged by BRUCE LI
Dexter Senior Citizens will e
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Mu rrafCalloway C.. Jaycees
YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS WAY OF GETTING ACQUAII4TED AND THANKINGYOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS _
///
It May Be The Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees Premium Coupon /
Book Program Calling
(V4 box of chicken, buy one get one free) plus 5 others
( Free-Boresight your mounted scopes, n cal. to-45 cal. ) plus 1 other
DeVanti's Steak & Pizza
( 1.00 off on the purchase of any large pizza) plus 1 other
Tree of Life
12 lb. bag unprocessed bran, reg. 95t only 46t
Sue's & Charlie's
It! order catfish dinner, buy one get one free)
Pet World
(2 free goldfish with any purchase)
Radio Shack
f 12 batteries, one battery per month per person.)
Special Occasions Ltd.
(2.00 off on any 10.00 purchase or-more ) plus 2 others
Pagliai's Pizza
( 1.00 off on any large pizza )
Miortray' Drive-1n Theatre
(Driver admitted free with at least one paid admission)
Gallery Unlimited
(2.00 off pn any purchase of 15.00 or Mere)
,
Merle Norman Cosmetics
LET US EXPLAIN OUR SIFT CERTIFICATE SOOK
TO YOU..
Over 60 Gift Certificates - each item is an
absolute gift Your cost only $19.95
"MI proceeds of the program, except for expenses
will go fi the )(Ogee -Community Projatts." -
Our office is located in the Jaycee Bldg. at Jaycee Fairgrounds
GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE GOOD AT THESE MERCHANTS:
McDonald's
large fry with purchase of any 3 andwich) plus .2 others
Dennison-Hunt
(3.00 off any Adidas, Puma, Nik r Converse leather shoe ) plus 3 others
( 20 minutes of free pool ) plus ' -s
Spoke and Pedal, Inc.
20.00 off on Browning grade 01 bicycle or Raleigh Spite in stock) plus 1 other
Sunset BoulevarcrMusic
(1.00 off any Album) plus 1 other
•
West Ky. Appliance Center
( 30.00 off any major appliance 300.00 or more) plus 1 °the!
The Green Door
(2.00 off on anypurchase of to 000r more) plus 1 other
( 4.00 Gift Certificate labor only )
( 2.50 off on any purchase of 25.00 or more)
Shirley's Florist
2.00 off on any purchase of any it6'fri cosiing 10.00 or more plus 1 other
( 5 00 off on any purchNIC. Of 10:00 or more) plus.1 other
5.00 off on any purchase of 30.00 or more) plus 1 other
(3.00 glion any gallon of paint ) plus 5 others
The Showcase
I 2.00 off on any 10.00 purchase or more) plus 1 other
Vernon's Western Store
( 2.50 on any 10.00 purchase or more )
Boot Country Factory Outlet
( 2.50 on any 10.00 purchase or more )
( 5.00 off on any 25.00 purchase or more
Murray Cablevision
Dunn Furniture Warehouse
5.00 off on any purchase of 50.00 or more) plus 3 others
(One Free Haircut-By Appointment
The Bamboo Garden
( 1 00 off anything in the store costing 10.00 or more)
Roller Skating 9f Murray
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More Candidates 'Respond To Questionnaire
( EDITOR'S NOTE: As a voter ser-
vice to the Murray-Calloway County
area, the League of Women Voters has
prepared a questionnaire for the
candidates running in the Nov. 8
General Election. The candidates
responses to the questionnaire are as
follows, with the exception of the
responses from mayoral candidates
Melvin Henley and Ed Chrisman which
were published earlier.
( The questions for all candidates,
except state representative and school
board candidates were: I. Should
Murray have a comprehensive. zoning
plan f,rom which we should not deviate
for exclusive spot zoning?; and, 2. What
are your views on Murray's spending
time and money on the following
transportation issues? A. Bicycle path-
ways; B. Bus service for all residents;
C. Traffic control in the form of more
stop signs and lights; and D. Sidewalk
Construction.
State Representative '
Kenny Imes: Did not respond to
questionnaire. Questions werean state
issues, energy, education and priorities
for the legislature.
District Judge
Ski Easley: I believe in a- com-
prehensive zoning plan and naturally I
am opposed to spot zoning. Spot zoning
is illegal.
Concerning transportation: A. I am
in favor of establishing bicycle path-
ways and would give this area a high
priority. B. I feel bus service is of
rather low priority in that I do not think
the citizens would utilize the. service
sufficiently to justify its existence. C. r
simply do not have enough- information
on this matter to voice an opinion. This
is a matter that is probably best left to
engineers and technicians except in
circumstances where non-technical
factors dictate otherwise. D. I would
suggest that. the need for streets is of
higher priority than the need for con-
struction- of sidewalks. However, the
areas school children might- use
frequently do need our attention.
County Clerk
Marvin Harris: Did not respond.
County Judge-Executive
Robert O. Miller: Did not respond.
County Attorney
Max Parker: Since I am not a can-
didate for city office and do not live in
the city I do not feel that I should
comment on these issues.
_ County Jailer
Huei (Wimpy) Jones.: Did not
respond.
County Sheriff
Ted G. Alexander: Did not respond.
Max Morris: I feel that this fzomngl
should be left up to members of the
Echoes From The Past
1 Coltirtin ii Iiistnr,iuI 111111 W-10'111(.1,0(411
ritterlioles. stt *ne,. t'cifiti/N titHes. I
Nathan B. Forrest
Mr. Sonny Parkhill, of Hazel, con-
tinues his stories of the Civil War,
discussing Nathan Bedford Forrest,
and his part in the local battles.
'Forrest came back to Fort Heiman,
---late in-the- war,- after the North:had-
_ evacuated- the fort and gone -back
mirth.; .he. was-helped by aq Old gen-
tleman named Jack Hinson. Hinson
had gotten word to Forrest that the
North had abandoned the fort, so he
came back to Fort Heiman, .hringing
the two brass Parrot guns that he had
captured at New Orleans.
• _ Well: be set those guns up_otithe.gun
erripraeenient Oh the .fort,andllien-
waited. The first bunch of ships that
came by were empty, so he let them go
,. on by,-.but thealest dayi,,thiships that-
went by were loaded, going up to old
Johnsonville. You see, it was so 'im-
portant; it was one of the best fortified
forts_ that the North bad, because.they
carried all the supplies for Sheridan,
who was making his march to the sea,
through *Georgia. All those supplies
were carried by boat to Johnsonville
and just piled mountain high there.
l--Even-1 hay-and- eitien-fdri-the_ litirsek„
clothing, ammunition, everything was
piled there and then put on trains and
. taken-by rail tosupply Sberidan_So_it
was very important.
"And this was the start of the Battle
of Johnsonville. Forrest sunk two
gunboats and captured two at Fort
Heiman; and then he sunk the
Mazeppa; a transport. Now, the
Mazeppa didn't go down right away; it
floated over to the other side, and a
southern captain in the cavalry under
Forrest—his name was Frank Gracev
of Eddyville—took his horse pistols and
put them up around behind his rieck and
swam the river, boarded the Mazeppa
and accepted surrender. The crew had
already taken to the woods, -but the
Captain, who stayed- with his ship, of
course, surrendered.
Of course tile boat was loaded, and
there was even a little whiskey aboard.
And as he started to take a small boat
off the ship and paddle back, Gracey
saw this line that was coiled up on the
deck. So he secored it to the ship, and as
he traveled back across the river, he
paid it out. And when he got to shore, all
'these confederate soldiers under
Forrest went down and had a tug of
war, and they pulled the ship across the
river.
'But first, I believe, they sent one of
the commanders with Forrest across to
accept the surrender formally. Forrest
got ahold of this bottle of whiskey they
had on board and was having a -drink
when all the confederate soldiers on the
-other side, who hadn't had whiskey in a
long time started hollering and begging
for a taste. So Forrest told them that
there was clothes and food enough for
everybody, but there was just enough
whiskey for him.
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"They pulled_ the Mazeppa on across
the river ancrgot the supplies off—there
were even old cannonball beds—and
gave them to the neighbors who were
southern sympathizers. Then Forrest
put- his foot soldiers-aboard these two
gunboats he had captured. The com-
mander who was told to guide the boat,
allowed to Forrest that he had -never
ridden a critter like that", but Forrest
just told him to ride it as long as he
-c.caud and then gat pfton thenear bank:
Forrest was taking the other men by
landtdown to-Johnsonville.
"Now 1w !WA young captain, about
21 years old, by the name of Captain
Morton, in charge of artillery. He was a
•genii* islih he:carried Vie
cannons and all along the river bank,
all the 30 miles to Johnsonville, and got
there in the middle of the night. Then
this Captain_ Merton startesi the., men
digging right down the edge of the
water, and had them sink those-cannons
right down in those holes that were
seeping with water. By this time, all the
men were wondering why they were
sinking these cannons down in themud,
it looked so foolish.
"In the morning, they knew why he
had &fie it, becausethe fort across the
river was on a hill, and the men there
couldn't lower their cannons enought to
hit them—all they could do was fire
over them. So there wasn't a man
wounded. During this battle, as they
were shot at, the red hot cannon balls
crossing the river would set the piles of
r'haY and corn on fire—they were just
haying a rat--killing time. -
"General Forrest was keeping busy. I
believe during the course of the war
that he had 29 horses shot out from -
under him and was wounded some 30
times. At the time of the Battle of
Johnsonville, he was limping; but he
limped off down to. the edge of the
water, and in his country way Mi.:them
that he'd like to fire that gun one time:
So the menaimed the cannon for him
and he touched off the torch. And as he
watched this red-hot cannonball go
over, it went a little high for the target,
and he commented, in his country way,
"Elevate the sights a little lower boys,
elevate it a little lower."
"Now Forrest's military tactics are
taught in every nation of the world
except the United States, who didn't
seem to recognize his skills. He didn't
go to Annapolis or West Point; and yet
Halm who was a scholar -of Forrest,
once sent his second in command over
here, where the man spent ten years
studying Forrest's military tactics.
He's the only general in the Civil Wai
who never lost a battle when he was in
control. NoW, he lost a- few defending
Hood and others, but that was under
someone else. He was even at Fort
Donelson when they surrendered, but
he refused to surrender. He took his
cavalry and they told him it was im-
possible to get out of there. And he said
he would ride right out the road to
Nashville and never be ac-
costed—wouldn't nobody holler halt at
him. And nobody did.
"One of the favorite things that I
remember them telling on General
Forrest was after the Civil War, when a
reporter was intefviewihg him. He
asked Forrest, 'General, Johnsonville
was the best fortified fort that the North
had. How do you account for this im-
possible feat of 'taking a handful of
catalry- and destroying the best for-
tified fort that the North had? You
never went through West Point and
learned military science, so how do you
account for that impossible feat?' And
Forrest replied, Well; sir, I didn't go
through West Point, so I didn't know it
was impossible. Sel just did It.'"
Murray Planning Commission and the 
problem with only two avenues: (1) cerning transportation: A. The city has
-Murray City Council. Concerning
continue present program where owner a grant and is working on (bike path-
transportation: For all Of the issues I 
bears costs; (2) city assume respon- ways) now; B. Bus service is very
feel that they are worthy
sibility but must increase revenue to important to senior citizens but has notcauses, if the
money is available and the city council 
continue- the program. Either avenue been supported for all residents. C. Yes.
sees fit. 
costs the taxpayer. All (stoplights and signs) we have are
Candidates For noel Stills, Jr. (D): I am opposed to controlled by the highway department.Magistrate
Charles T. Bogard (District One): spot zcirfflig barn extreinelat rare cases,D. (sidewalks) Yes.
Did not respond. there' 
might be circumstances where Howard Koenen (D): I do not believe
Gil Hopson (District Two): Did not •spot wniPg would be a desirable it possible to write a inning ordinance
respond. solution to a very complicated problem. which could not be deviated from for
Billy M. Erwin (District Three): Did.' Concerning transportation: A. I'm in exclusive spot zoning. Murray's
favor of establishing the bikeways present'city zoning is probably written
throughout the city when the' ap- as tight regarding spot zoning as the
propriate funds become available: B. statutes will allow. Concerning tran-
Unless there are found to he ongoing sfiortation: a. (Bikeways) This is now
' in planning and- citizens' advisory
stage, I do support. B. The results of the
present pilot (bus) program show
definite need, especially for senior
citizens. C. We are in good shape (on
stoplights and signs) except lea few
intersections controlled by the state. D.
(Sidewalks) We need as much as we
can afford, beginning nearest the
schools.
not respond.
Dan Bazzell (District Four): Did not
respond.
Cointy Coroner
'Thomas L. Walker: Did not respond.
City Council (Ward A)
Billy Ballentine (D): Did not
respond.
Ruby Hale (D): Did not respond. • -
Dick George (D): I believe we should
have a comprehensive (zoning) plan.
Concerning transportation. A. I feel the
city needs a safe and efficient route for
cyclists. B. I am for a bus service if we
and signs can get outside funding to help_support which . are needed. -D. On . Dr- C. C. Lawry (D): I agree with a
streets that many pedestrians are using comprehensive zoning plan., Con-it.- C. We definitely need more traffic-
ceniing 'transportation: A. In favor. B.on a regular basis, the city should, andsignals. D. Yes, I am in favor of tin. 
favor. C. Yes, we need more. does, provide adequate walkways.- (sidewalk construction).
Dave Willis (D): Our present zoningIrma LaFollette (R): A coin-
"ordinance does not permit or recom-prehensive zoning plan, in My opinion,
mend spot zoning and I hilly support it.would give stability and alifidence not
only to city planners but to individuals
who own and buy property. This plan
should be made available to persons
buying property so that misun-
derstandings can be avoided.
Concerning transportation: A. I
heatily endorse this (bike .pathway)
project. B. The repent discontinuance
of bus service demonstrated the extent
to which many citizens had become
federal funds to the city of Murray we
are in no condition financially to sup-
pert a bus service for all residents. lam
very much in favor of the current
busing program for the elderly and
disabled. C-. After appropriate studies
have been made and deemed desirable
then the city of Murray and-or the
Department of Transportation should,
and I believe will, establish all lights
Stoplights and signs. D. Yes, we cer-
tainly need more -sidewalk con-
struction.
Concerning transportation: A. I sup- John Neubauer (R): I am completely
port a bicycle pathway program that in favor of a comprehensive zoning plan
does not require major construction by for Murray Spot zoning does not
the city. I would seek state andeederal enhance' the value of property in the
grants. The city could furnish in-kind, neighborhood of the spot zoning.
such as labor and equipment. I do not Concerning transportation: A. I would
support an increase in taxes for this _ like te have bicycle paths' designated
project. B. I would Support bus service and build in Murray. B. I believe bus
for all resident due to the large number service would help provide the elderly .
of senior citizens residing in our area and the students with transportation to
dependent upon it, especially to senior and the high cost of transportation. Bus the downtown and other shopping
citizens. Bah-bus service and lacy —serviee-would- else be- a factor in-een---eentersr-I would-be-for &WI-a-Program:ele
pathways are steps toward coping with serving energy. C. Yes, I would support C. There are some intersections in need
"isis. C More ston lihth traffic control in the form of More of traffic Controls and I would be in
and signs would make traffic safer and stoplights and signs where needed for
in some cases would speed it- ap. D. To the welfare of pedestrians and where
construct them now might prove too there is excessive traffic. Some of our
costly for,the average taxpayer. streets are controlled by the highway
Martha Sammons (p): I feel that the department,and thercontiol placement
previous zoning irregularities have of stop lights and signs. D. I would
beep the cause of most Of the probleins support limited construction of .
we fate today. rthink changing zoning
should be done a block at a time and no
new commercial zoning opened up until
all available places for, business oc-
sidewalks in hazardous areas. City-
wide construction would be financially
impossible and I do not support an
increase in taxea for this.
cupation have been utilized. It is time to Stephen Yarbrough (R): Murray
stop damaging property values in should most definitely have a com-
residential areas and developing run Prehen-cive zoning plan from.whilh. we
down 
businestarai: lllet'.it(l t; ": 441date. e lanes on- major a--ren'jo -Concerning transportation I thin spo aion A Bicyclk
streets would be desirable if integratedwhen major road reconstruction
-rprolects-- are undertaken it would be --1f-JO-the-04'W tighkof-.WaY as_done 111
• beneficial to include hike Piths -lathe 'nanY- broPeall -Traffic
denaity does not seem sufficient at thisplanning. B. I doubt that the city has the
time to justify municipal bus service. C.revenue to support this (bus) service or
Traffic control needs to be coorditedthat . it would be utilized by enough .
people to Make it break even, however,' -14;ith and -cvnilweheredve Plawi
developed and implemented. D.if funding could be obtained without
$idewalks should _ be available in allincreasing the tax burden and a survey
major pedeatrian traffic areas with awould show complete utilization of a
program to curb and gutter streets.transit system, I 'could support it. C.
4Traffie control). definitely needed.
Many or our crossways are not safe-Tor
pedestrians, particularly children. D.
Sidewalks) appear to me to be a
--eitrfouncil-tWard-B)
W. R. Furches (D): I agree with a
comprehensive Zoning plan. Con-




. aritcle on the. Constitutional
convention question provided by
Legislative Research Commission, via
a grant from Kentucky Humanities
Council, says, "If a state convention
were called to revise Kentucky's
Constitution, . it would undoubtedly
devote . some of its attention to the
status, of the legislature, and
specifically to the constitutional
provision that restricts regular sessions
of the General Assemhly- to the first'
sixty days (excluding Sundays and
holidays) every other year..." •
Proponents of Constitutional change
argue that legislators, under the
present system, have too little time to
study bills carefully and that bills are
-either rushed through with members•
knowing little . about them, or they're
killed toward the end of the session
because lawmakers have little time to
improve them or reach a compromise.
Those in favor of change also argue
that the Kentucky governor exercises
veto power over lawmakers after a
session is adjouffied, that the
legislature lacks resources to challenge
the executive budget, that the
legislature has no power to _call a
special session or extend the regular
session.
Proponents of change argue, in ef-
fect, that Kentucky's present Con-
stitution places a governor in the
position of being the most powerful
chief executive of any state in the
union. -
Opponents of changing the Con-
stitution argue that lawmakers do have
adequate time to study the issues, and
with the interim committee process,
the legislature can operate effectively
year round.
Opponents grant the governor does
have an advantage' over. the
Legislature, but they argue power is
procedureal and political and that it is
taken through the practice of ,raw
politics. -
Legislators, opponents say, can
override a veto at any time during a
session.
Opponents point out that more power
placed into the bands.ettg Legislaturi
will not necessarily mean better laws
coming from the lawmaking body.
1
'
The Debt Limit Question -
According to an article on the con-
vention. question from. •Kentucky
Legislative Research Commission,
"Kentucky's present constitution,
drafted in 1890, contains several
iprovisions restricting governmental
borrowing and taxation. Many of these:
were put into the Constitution as a.
reaction to the financial problems that.-
Kentucky and local governments en-
countered in the 1840's after.isslieing -
excessive debt to finance 'turnpikes, '
bridges and' other internal im-
provements..."
Proponents of change claim that
Constitutional restrictions on public
finance influence tax rates, types of
property that may be exempted from
taxation and the amount of general
obligation bonds that may be issued.
The major impact of debt restrictions,
proponents say, is that state and local
governments tend to substitute non-
guaranteed debt for general obligation,
increasing lborrowing costs because
investors perceive non-guaranteed
bonds as riskier than general obligation
bonds.
Most opponents of change favor a
present Constitution ceiling of 8500,000
oil state debt.
Opponents argue the courts have
interpreted portions of the present
document, indicating that revenue
bonds don't violate it. Those not
favoring change also point out that it
will cost over $650,000 to revise the
present document.
Other Arguinents
Both proponents and opponents bat
back and forth on a number of other
issuis—whether annual legislative
sessions' would improve the system;
whether the amendment limit should be
lessened to allow for a more flexible
Constitution; they argue on the
question of whether Kentuckians have
elections too often and about he
question of limiting state officials to one
term consecutively.
Voters Nov. 8 will face the question:
Are you in favor of calling a con-
vention for the purpose of revising or
• iimendiri_g• the Constitution of She_
commonwealth of Kentucky and such •
amendnients as Might have been made
to same?"
41.
favor of designating those areas with
signs and traffic lights. D. In favor only
in the property owners could be spared
the cost of construction.
Hardiman Nix (D): Will reserve my
'comments (on zoning) until I take of-
fice January 1. Concerning tran-
sportation; A. (bike paths) mightneed
in future. B. (Bus service) Yes if
revenue is available. C. (traffic con-
trols) Needed. D. (Sidewalks) Needed.
Needed.
Dr. J. D. Outland (D); Did not
respond. •




School board candidates were asked
The following two questions;
1. Is excessive absenteeism a
problem in the schools. What, if
anything, should be done to control it?
2. To what extent should input from
teachers be considered by the school
board in forming school policy?
- The candidates., responses were Ail
follows:
'William C. Adams: On absenteeism:
At the present time I favor handling
this problem as outlined in the school
board policy book (dated July 1, 1977).
An amplified correctional procedure fo
those outlined in the policy book has
been instituted at Murray High School
and has been very successful to this
point in the semester. It consists of
issuing a temporary suspension to a
student folloWing a third' tardy' or ab-
sence. The suspension is in effect until
there is a principal parent conference
concerning the problem.
Teacher Input: The present policy
was formulated by a committee
composed of teachers from all CIty
schools and the assistant superin-
tendent orschooLs. The remainder of
the teachers at these schools- bad op-,
portunity for input to this committee. I
feel the committee structure utlized on
the present policy formulization should
be continued in the future.
Thomas Rushing: Absenteeism: At
this time all principals and the pupil
personnel director of the city schools
are working closely with the teaching
staff and board of education to find
solutions to this problem. Naturally we
are concerned with this problem as our
average daily attendance determines
how much money we receive from the
atate--to-nui-our-sehocila-l-ean-aastwe
everyone the board, our administrative
staff and teachers will strive in every
way to improve our problem of ex-
cessive absenteeism in the Murray
School System.
Teacher input: There is a very
cooperative attitude existing between
the board, administrative staff and'
teachers in our system. Teachers are
constantly appointed to key positions
- and have been involved in all policy
formation in our school system for
years. The board also visits each school
to-rneermarThr-tuiff,ldilLu'j I'
school board problems and policies. It
is in this manner I _feel a strong
educatitmal .systerri an can be
developed.
10 Years A.go k.
David Wall, Bill Heise, and Don
Shelton, Murray High School gridders,
*ere mimed- to the All West Xeritileky
Conference football team.
Deaths reported include Harley A.
F.uller_and (7- A -Taylor- _
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall, Ken-
tucky- born presidentof the Southern
Baptist Convention, will bring the final
address of the Kentucky Baptist
Ciinvention on November 10 at the
Walnut Street Baptist_ Church,
Louisville.
20 Years Ago
Officers of. the Kirksey 441- Club are
. Gale Bronch, Michael Burchett, Stacy
Adams, gmily Ross, Darlene Oliver,
Sherry Pierce, Becky Burchett, and
Karen Johnson. .
--)avid-Wyatt, -Gary Mohler,- Dickie- -
Overby, Toy Williams, Randy Burkeen,
Dwight Holden, Wade Herndon, Graves
Buriceen---Bobby Rowland, Don-Boren, -
Steve Bailey, Eugene Mohler, Kenneth
Cleaver, Rim Scott, and Ricky Ramsey
are members of the basketball squad
for the ALmo School with Tom Rushing
as the roach.
Coach operators at the Western
Kentucky Stages have built up an en-
viable record of traffic safety, • acf
cording to a release from the company.
T. H. McNutt has driven for 20 years
Without a chargeable accident, and Pat
Roiland is neit with an Ai ye.
record.
Robert Baer will direct the tenth
annual Quad-State Choral Festival at
Murray State College auditorium on
November 11.
30 Years Ago
Cleo Sykes and Joe Overby showed
slides on the National Scout Jamboree
last summer at the meeting of the Boy
Scout Troop 45 held at the First
Methodist Church.
Clifton Cochran, commander of. -
'American Legion Post 73, presided at
the meeting held November 4.
In high school basketball games
Hazel lost to Farmington in an over-
time. Dwain Taylor was high for Hazel
with 12 points and Kenny Smith was
high for Farmington with 22 points.
PFC. Robert J. Moser, son of Mr. and-
Mrs. W, B. Moser, was one of thirty
graduates who completed the four
weeks Leaders School Course of the
Third Armored Division at Fort Knox.
Earle C. Clements, Democrat, was
elected as governor of Kentucky, and
Lawrence W. Wetherby was elected as
lieutenant governor in the general
election.
The Rev. Wendell H. Hone will begin
his pastorate at the Memorial Baptist
Church on Sunday.
40 Years Ago
Mrs. Vera Moore, wife of Murray
State Coach Jim Moore, will present a
senior exhibit of painting in the Fine
Arts Department of Murray State
College, according to Mary Ed McCoy
Hall, head of the MSC Art Department.
New officers of the WSCS of the
Kirksey Methodist Church are
Mesdames Autumn Ezell, Mary
Radford, Chrystelle Palmer, Attie
Carson, Dixie Palmer, Mary Reid,
Lillie Walker, Effie Hanley, Betty
Palmer, Eunice Carson, and Effie
Hargrove.
Mrs. Essie Blalock of New Concord
who gained more votes than any other
person in the race for membership on
the County Board cif Education is the
first woman ever elected to that post.
Also elected to the board in the general
election were Fleetwood B. Crouch and
E. B. Adams.
. The -Coral tax bill forCalloway County
for the year is about $125,000, according
to the office - of the Sheriff who said
about 826,500 had been collected by
November 1.
Qeaths reported include Edward
----Ratiedge-Stubbieftetd, Aft PVen,
Lilburn Rayburn, -age 43, Arthur
Micheaux, age 42, and Sidney Johnson,
age 69.
Miss Robbie Sykes was elected
football queen for the Murray High
School homecoming. Her attendants
were Sue Farmer, Mary Elizabeth
Crass, and Jeanne F. Chambers.
Births reported include a girl,
Annette, to Mr. and Mrs. Joel Crawford
on October 28, and a girl, Peggy Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Taft Patterson on October
28.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson is opening his
offices for the practice of dentistry in
Murray today.
Parks hit for twelve points !or Lynn
Gfifive Righ-Selidet as -
• Oak ail basketball game, according to
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NEW LOCATION — This-is what the front of the "new" Dunn Furniture looks like
as the company celebrates a grand opening this week. The new and emu
store is located on U. S. 641 north. The facility offers a complete line of furniture and
home appliances
- - --
DUNN PERSONNEL — Persons associated with
Dunn Furniture, which has changed locations and
expanded, pose for a picture. Seated is Holmes
Dunn, store owner; standing (left) are Keith Miller,
Randy Dunn and Ronnie Dunn. The new Dunn Fur-





It's good business to protect






Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
ifeivivoint e A NefeintsteinVi`
How to get big company benefits when
you're not so big...
EQUI-GROUP provides group health and life in-
surance plans like those offered by the big cor-
porations. Even if your firm consists of just you and
one other employee you could be eligible for a
-wide range of benefits. For example: Employee and
dependent health-care. Weekly indemnity if you're
sick or hurt and can't work. Coverage for accidental
death or dismemberment. Life insurance, too, with
options to buy more later, without a medical exam.
And dental insurance, if a minimum of 10 em-
ployees participate.
So, if your company has two .to 160 employees,
mail the coupon. An Equitable Agent will give you
full details on
QU1-GROUP
C.B. Martin & C.K. Hatchett Agents
C '0 EQUITAKE life, Pf). Box 1176
Paducah, Ky. 42001








Samuel L. Elkins of Puryear
Route 4--has -bees promoted
-to lieutenant in the plant
protection department of
Union Carbide's Gaseous
Diffusion Plant in Paducah.
Before joining the Paducah
facility last spring, Elkins
was security chief at Fisher-
Price Toys In Murray, ponce
chief in Northville, Mich.,
and detective lieutenant in
Inkster, Mich. He earned an
associate degree in police
administration frdm Oak-
dale Community College and
continued study in that Held
at Wayne State University.
He is presently attending
Murray State VatireraitY. 
Elkins and his wife, Mildred,
have four children, Don,











Your checks make cash almost obsolete. A can-
celled check is a perfect receipt. Op'en a




A HELPING HAND — J. William Medford, Jr. right, a partner in the Arthur
Andersen & Co. accounting firm of Chattanooga, Tenn., is shown presen-
ting a check to Dr. Tim Miller, -chairman of the Department-of Accounting
and Finance at Murray State University, to be used in support of the'
development of the department's academic programs. Looking on from
the left is Ernie Barefield, manager of the tuft's Cliattahobga office. •
Glenda Smith
Joins Realtor Firm
Glenda Smith, wife of
Roy L Smith of 504 Lynn-





and i a graduate , of
Murray High School. '
The new Jobs Realtors
employee has attended





Mrs. Smith is associated
with Woodmen of the
World, holding offices on
the local and istate level.
She was Kentucky's
delegate to the National
Woodmen of the World
Convention hi San Diego,
Calif. in July She Was, aLso
associated with Tidwell
Paint Store in -Murray for
nine years.
1dr. and Mrs. SmithilaVe
three children, Wade, who
is in the sixth grade at
Murray Middle Scheel, and-
twin girls, Teresa and Lisa
Smith, who attend Murray
State University.
Paper and printing were
both invented in China,
a thousand years or
more before they were
known in Europe. That
-may be why the Chinese
also invented paper
money.








Westfield, Mass. — Mrs.
Bill Settle of Murray, has











about an' event .or person
-who changed their -world. -
Mrs. Settle's entry was
selected from over 20,000
for its originality, aptness,
JIMMY FORD, R. Ph., ownerhuman interest and clarity.
According to the rules of_of Wallis Drugs, Murray, has
the contest, the in- been named by the,Board of
dependent, Stanley denier Directors of the 'Kentucky
whose name appeared on Pharmaceutical Association
the winning entry received to serve on the Resolutions
a duplicate prize, The Committee, according to
independent dealer to loseph C. Be,ssler, R. Ph.
'receive e centerpiece is president of the thassoc a ion.
 MA: Janke Compton of Ford, son, of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Murray. R. Ford of Lynn Grove, has
!Jibe company--„-sponnheen swh wags .ocuss, foe
ws"orkred thecinte'est.ClisaanidgedHomMery nine years -and has been
Perkins, Stanley's 
Chief owner of the—coinparii for
Executive Officer, "to
about four years. He at-
dramatize how Stanley has
tended Murray State Univer-
helped change the wend of sity and received his degree
in _pharmacy from theindependent St auley
University of Tennesseedealers by providing extra
Mrnoney, financial security, edical Units, Memphis, Tn.
profits, new -friends andtte-is-nlarned kr the -former
personal development." Pansy Dick of Mayfield and
Over 1,250 prizes were they have two children,
awarded. The grand prize Teresa, student at Murray
was a choice of an all ex- Middle, and Marla, student
pense paid millionaire's at Robenscln.
vacation for two in Italy or
$5,000 in cash. Other'prias
included 24 first prizes -
M. WELLS of Cin- Magic Chef microwave
Ohio, son of Dr. and ovens; 24 second prizes -
GE 13" porta color tv sets;Mrs. 0. C. Wells of Murray,
has recently been elected 24 third prizes 
- audiovox 40
vice-president of Proctor & channel CB 
radios; and
1,200 fourth prizes - Lenox
Gamble's industrial food
division. He- has been direc- 
24k gold trim 
SyMphony
tor of product development 
Centerpieces.
in the paper division and 
Stanley Home Products
manufactures household'
senior director of the resear- cleaning products and good
ch and development depart- grooming aids which are
ment of the company. He sold by independent
has been with Proctor & dealers who use the famous
Gamble since 1948 and has Stanley Hostess Party Plan











































tember 23 in Louisville and
now have their licenses for
salesmen, according to a
release from the Kentucky
Real Estate ,Commission.
They are Judy Johnston,








Prince, all salesmen. From
Graves County .were
Steven Barger, broker,
Marie Hicks, Nedra Hall,
and Bob Ross„ salesmen.
SEARS AWARD, — Seats Roebuck and Company has giNien Murray are -
people top awards in connection with Sears Home Improvement programs.
Doug Taylor (left) -Wis recently named the firm's home improvement top
salesman for the district johirEmerson (second from left) was cited as having
the best department among 42 other sales departments in the Kentuay, Ten-
nessee and Arkansas district. Ercell Carter (second from right) was given-an
award for being a top installation contractor. Also pictured is Bill Tucker
(right), Sears district installation manager. To get the award, Taylor sold three
miles of guttering in less than a year in Murray and Calloway County. Emerson




The board of directors of
General Tire and Rubber
Co., which operates a tire
manufacturing plant at
Mayfield, has declared a
cash dividend of 321.12 cents
a share on issued and
outstanding 30-cent par
value common stoek of the -
company.
This represents a 2-2-
cents-a-share increase and
is the second increase in
the comnion stock dividend
this year. The an-




In other action .at a
" recent board meeting, T. F-
O'Neil Was re-elected



















made your home, car
or business insurance
coverage too light?
If your home or business burned down
tomorrow, would your insurance coverage
pay for rebuilding?
Or, suppose someone is injured on your
property or by your car Could your liability
coverage handle it if the injured person sued'
you for, soy, '300.000 and won?
To help hold down your insurance rotes ore
you willing to self Insure your smaller losses
by taking higher deductibles?. _
,You can't do much about inflation But you.
don't hove to let it undermine your loss
protection Call us today for a thorough
evaluation of your home, car and business in
The Murray
Insurance Agency




"The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing"
'102 North 4th Street — Murray, Ky. 42071
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TOUGH GOING - Mike Hibbard tries to find some room to run but can't 
break away as the
sticky Todd Central defense has him covered. The other Tiger in the corner of the




• By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer,
NEW YORK r AP — Let the
bidding begin.
Baseball's annual winter
auction of free agent talent
was underway today following
the re-entry draft, and player
agent Jerry Kapstein thinks it
- will be the last chance for
teams to Make substantial
improvements in their rosters
through this route.
"This will be the last time
for, a long time that owner-
ships will be able to markedly
strengthen their teains
through this draft," said
Kapstein.
Last .year, Kapstein had 10
of thei_ap_names in4).cfraft._.
This year, five of his clients
were-on the shopping lists .of
the major league_ clubs, in-
cluding four of the better
names. The players were
slugger Richie Zisk and pit-
chers Rich Gossage, Ross
Grimsley and Rawly East-
wick.
Gossage,--Grimsley and
Eastwick each were chosen by
the maximum 13 teams and
Zisk was picked by 12 clubs,
after, informing several other
teams that he simply was not
interested in playing for them.
Tiger Season Ends 5-5,
Drop 21-0 Game To Todd
By MiKg BRANDON was three interceptions.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor For the first half, it was a
Once a kicker, always a fairly-well played game. At
kicker. . ...least it was compared to the
Jones was the: placeiticker at 
second half.From 1968 through 1970, Bob
the University of Kentucky.
Friday night at- Holland-
Stadium, -Jones was kicking
his heels in victory after his
• Todd Central club smashed
Murray High 21-0.
''We got off to a 2-2 start,"
said the first-year coach. "But
then we ran into Heath,
Caldwell County, Christian
County and Fort Campbell
and got kicked around. You
Todd. missed a brilliant
chance . at scoring in the-
closing minute of the firat_
period when they fumbled otr
the Murray High one-foot line
and_Keith Cartwright of the
Tigers recovered, his seventh
recovery of the season.
The Tigers moved the ball
from the one-foot line out to
the '10 and were forced to punt
on She first play of the second
period. The ball went off the
talk about 'a tough schedule, side of Thomas Ken"ll's 
foot
wheYi yoicIre to-Play font. -and -the punt landed on t
he
folks like that... .. MouirTathye2s0econd play after the
.consecutive games against
.  . . . __._. . _ .
"We beat Trigg tounty 17-14 ptmt, senior ' quarterbac
k
last Friday and we felt we Anthony Keeling fired a
 17-
pitcher Tetry Forster, also could beat Murray High. We yard scoring pass to junior
were drafted by the maximum had scouted them and knew end Greg Andrews who could
13 Cubs. their defensive weaknesses. /have ridden a tractor into the
Bostock is represented by We felt we could hurt them/ endzone. Ddn Colvin, who has
an Oakland agent, Abdul Jalil. outside with the option and we---"t missed a PAT all year,
The agent said he had ap-poidments 
today with the 
did, Jones added. made it 7-0.
The Tigers had one more
California Angels, Texas Not only did Todd Central shot at socring as they worked
Rangers and - San Diego hurt Murray High outside, to a third and goal from the
Padres. But Angels Vice they hurt them inside too. four but.the series ended with
The most popular playerstu__President  Buzzy Bavas
i If yeu were taJizg a walk in
the early part of Friday's denied that any such meeting the yard Frichty evening and
draft were outf i e I derrtyman -- had been scheduled withJalil—felt an occasional gust-of- wind-
Bostock and Larry Hisle; California -and Texas it was the Murray High
teammates last season with drafted Bostock in the f
irst defensive line being blown
the Minnesota Twins, and round and San Diego picked back by the offensive line of
-pitcher Mike Torrez of the him on the second round a
fter Todd Central.
New York Yankees. tabbing Torrez as their first Time and time again, Todd
All three were chosen by the choice.
maximum 13 teams, with Toronto made Bost
ock the
eight of Rostock's _selections_ draft's No. 1 selection, and..
coming in the first round. after .Atlanta Chose Torrez,
Hisle and Torrez - were each Oakland and the New Yo
rk _



















Pay! Myhill Sammy Tidwell
Bostock, whose .330 batting
out_ average last season was third
and highest in the mayor leagues.
  The Twins paid Bostock
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse _
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays ( any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
*ear perkins POOCIlike House. behind Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEfP THE KEY
5'x10  month
S's16'  month s23m
8'x10'  month s29°
unties .........  month $40°°
Sark . •
$20,000 last season, barely
over _the major league
nrnThe intensive early'
draft interest in him almost
insures that the .bidding will
produce a sevenfigure con-
tract for the 26-yearold out-
fielder.
Cincinnati passed on every
-,round of the draft, followiog
the policy set a yearego by'
team President Bobliowsam.
Two other clubs, Los
Angeles and Houston, also
passed in the first round but
drafted players later. The
Dodgers, National League
champions, picked Gossage,
Eastwick and Forster, all
relletspeciatists;- on the-next-
three rounds and ignored the
remainder of the draft.
Houston shopped in the draft's
bargain basement, avoiding
the high-priced. _ stars and
drafting instead two jour-
neymen outfielders, Mery
Rettenmund and Elliot
Maddox, and minor league
reliever Oscar Zamora.
..,- Seattle and Toronto, shut
out of the drafDa year ago as
expansion teams, also
.followed a low-key approach.




Luis Gomez and pitcher Ron
Schueler. Seattle's opening
pick was pitcher Doc Medich,
whom the Mariners had
released on waivers to the
New York Mets last Sep-
tember. The only other Seattle
selections were outfielder
Rick Miller and first
baseman-outfielder Bruce
Bochte.
Several clubs passed up the
option of retaining negotiating
rights with players who had
passed into the free agent
pool.
rammed the ball off tackle,
almost moving the ball at
will. And had it not been.
losing four fumbles, the score
would- have been much more
than 21-0.
"We don't have any alibis,"
Murray High coach-John Hina
said.
-They just lined up and
whipped us. They made ,...as
make mistakes," he added.
7:50 left in the half as Eric
Osborn intercepted a pass in
he enelzone. —
After that, the deepest
penetration for Murray came
with 50 seconds left in the third
period. Mike Utley recovered
a furnbletar.the Tigers at the
Todd Central 14. On the next
play, the Tigers fumbled. At
the  Linae„.the Rebels led 14-0 as
earlier in the period, they used
a block punt to set up their
second TD. The punt was
recovered on the Tiger 10 and
three plays later, Edmonds
carried in from two yards.
The rest of the game was
simply pathetic for Murray
High, which had hoped to end_
Something made the Tigers_ with a6-4 season. -
make mistakes. Murray lost The Tigers haa such •
two fumbles and quarterback situations as a fourth and 30, a _ 
Greg Garland, who saw Todd third and 29 and a third and 25.
Central defensive men.eye-to- They were all in three city-
eye all night, was under a ferent series to boot.
constant pass rush. The result Early in the final period,
Grettis Bumphis recovered a said his scouting reports on
Todd Central fumble on the Todd Central indicated the
Rebel 22. The series ended on Rebels were the best 3-6 team
a fourth and 24 play from the in this end of the state. The
36 as Garland was in- scouting report was certainly
tercepted. right.
' Todd went on after the in-- "We really got after them,"
terception to drive 64 yards in- Todd Central eoneh-,Bob Jones
eight plays, the series ending - said: - - '
"We dedicated ourselves to
coming back. It's quite a thrill
to come here and win. We had
a couple of senior backs who
had never played before and
they came around well in our
last few -games and Kenny
Edmonds really came through
tonight."
place else. They beat us bad. - . That he did: dmonds
We just weren't ready to play.racked up 85 yardsin rushing
as the Rebels humiliated the
Tigers in the statistics.
Murray -did have one bright
spot as Claude Johnson rushed
for 89 yards.
One of the standouts in the
game was Greg Andrews who
caught three passes for 66
on a five-yard touchdown dive
off right tackle by sophomore
halfback Charlie Cross.
The Rebels deserved the
win. They simply outplayed,
outhit and out-everythinged
Murray High.
"They whipped u.s on the
line of scrimmage and every
ball. It was one of our poorer
performances of the year,"
Hina said.
. "They just whipped the
'devil out of us. I guess that's a
tribute to a good club."




16 Passes Att. 9
7-16-3 Passes Comp 5-9-1
37 Passing Yards 89
177IutaIX,aids  288
70 Penalties —77
2 Fumbles Lost 4
5-108 Punts 1-39
21_6 Punting Avg. 39.0
Individual Rushing: Murray (95) —
Johnson 89, Hibbard 9, Tharpe 1, Bum-
phis 16. Rollins -21 and Garland -12. Todd
t 179) — Osborne 51, Edrnons 65, Cross
26, Russell 6 and Ward 11.
Receptions: Murray (7-37) —Perry 2-
4, Gilliam 3-22, Burnphis 1-1 and Tharpe
1-10. Todd )5-891 — Andrews 3-66,
McKinney 1-7 and Smith 1-16.
Furntile Recoveries"' Murray (4).„- —.
I,. &mins 1. CArturri_ght 1 and
Gilliam I. Todd )2. —Lathain 1 la An:
drews I.
Interceptions -Murray (1) — Burriphis
I. Todd 3)—) Andrews 1, Osborne land
Smith 1.
ROI OW SCORED
Todd: 11:09 left in second quarter, An-
thony Keeling 17-yard pass to Greg An-
drews. PAT by Dan Colvin. Todd leads 7-
- - 
Todd: 8,28 left in third quarter, Kenny
Edmonds two-yard run. PAT by Colvin.
Todd leads 14-0
TOdd!.6!54.1eft in game, Chailie-eross
Live-yard run PAT by Colvin. Todd
leads 21-0.
yards, picked off a pass and
came up with a fiunblew
recovery.
"He played by far his best
game of the year. I think he's
going to be a fine college
prospect," Jones said.
"We just played an. _ails_
around tough game. 'INC.
defense stuck hard and ire%
controlled the line of scrim-
mage. I also feel I can't get by
without mentioning Dan
Colvin. Besides not missing a
PAT all season, he hit his only
field goal attempt. And he's
only a junior too," Jones
added.
For Murray High, the 5-5
season is probably much
better than what most people
would have guessed. The
Tigers lost 21 of 22 starters
and aloivg with injury
problems which made things
even tougher, Murray did
















unbeaten record and wrapped
up a district title as did
Franklin County in Kentucky
highschoelfootball action.. _
Harrodsburg smashed
Mercer County,- 32.0, to win
the First District title in the
Class A Second Region
Friday, and Franklin County
defended its crown in the
Second District of the Class 4-




champion, 'lost 21-12 to Simon
Kenton and threw its district
into a three way tie for first
place in the First District of
the Class 4-A State Fourth
Region. Simon Kenton, Boone
County and Covington Holmes._
all finished with 3-1 district
records., '
Louisville Manual won a trip
to the Class 4-a playoffs by
shutting out Fern Creek, 16-0.
Tates Creek captured the
Second District title in Class 4-
A's Third Region after
whipping Bryan Station 16-0.
Another Lexington school,
Henry tiay,-wen the District •
One title at the expense of
Lexington Lafayette, 21-7.
Marion County earned its
first trip to the playoffs in the
_ seven-year history of the
school with a 9-7 decision over
North Hardin in the Class 4-A
Second Region, First District.
Shelby County apparently
locked up the Class AAA,
Second Region, First District




WINNIPEG (API — Ralph
Racine of Niagara Falls
Ontario, scored a split-
decision victory over Al Ford
of Edmonton in their 10-round
lightweight boxing match
Friday night.
Racine, billed as the
uncrowned Canadian
champion, used his youth and
vitality against the veteran
Ford, once Fanked as the
world's No. 1 lightweight
contender.
ALMOST GONE Thomas Kendall flies up the right sideline on a kickoff return. He took the
ball on his own five and was fianlly knocked out of bounds on the Todd 45, a return of 48 yards.
(Stuff notes by Kevin Penick)




to tell you ,
This little device very accurately measures every kilowatt-
hour of elecfricity you use as you use it. A kilowatthour is equal
to a 100-watt light bulb burning for 10 hours, and one kilowatt-
hour costs about 21 2 cents-for residential consumers in the TVA
area.
Your meter tells the meter reader how many kilowatthours
you've used, and that's what your electric bill is based on.
Learn to read your meter and keep a week by week or day
by day record of your electricity use. You're bound to discover
ways to cut down. At least you'll be more conscious.of your
:Tower use, and that's half the battle.
Isn't it about time you found out what your electric meter
has to say? Stop by our office for a free folder.

































-in-- the -Mt$11211/11 -To We Wird° over ChTerg-o.
Basketball Aswetatlea- - The Bulb trailed by 16 points
The Celtics' efforts Friday midway through the third
night were not as poor as they quarter and closed to within
have been this season, but six in the final period before
certainly not up to the stan- Buffalo took charge.
dards of past years by a team
that holds the record for NBA Jazz 105, Warriors 102
championships. Pete Maravich scored a pair
In other NBA games, the of clutch free throws with six
-Philadelphia 76ers beat the seconds left as New Orleans
New Jersey Nets 107-104, the downed Golden State. With the
Washington Bullets turned Warriors • holding a 102-1D1
back the Phoenix Suns 113-96, lead, Maravich's free throws
the Buffalo Braves whipped gave his team the lead for
ljeChicgpJuIis 100792,. titerod in a tight game which
New Orleans Jazz tripped the luid 111 lead changeri. .
Golden State Warriors 105-102; Hawks 111, Kings 110
the Atlanta Hawks edged the Ron Behagen hit two foul
Kansas City Kings 111-110, the shots with six seconds left to
Milwaukee Bucks defeated the , pace Atlanta over Kansas
Houston Rockets 110-108, the .city. The -Hawke continued as
New 'York- Knicks beat the the hottest team in tbe-RBA, By The Associated Press
Seattle SuperSonics 95-92 and running their winning streak
the Los Angeles Lakers to five games. 
BASEBALL
NEW YORK - Outfielderoutscored the Indiana Pacers Behagen, who had been Lyman Bostock, who batted111-99. I fouled after pulling down a .330 last_ season, was theBrian Taylor'S 15-foot jump rebound  of a missed shot hy_hutimi iigni in baseball's free
gave agent re-entry draft. probe and the team will return for alleged breach of contractlifted Denver over Boston. The
uanta a 111-108 lead and its-
Nuggets got 30 points from eventual , Bedeck was thefirst Pie) er tome -on y w  afr  the a m-13- ftirm e r
tt== fllfl  v. • --chosen in the draft when he &davits taken from load management. David Thompson and 22 points
from Bobby Jones. For the Bucks 110, Rockets 108 ;was selected by the Toronto racing figures. - -" Named as defendants In the
Celtics, Charley Scott scored Lloyd Walton, who entered Blue Jays. He was picked NEW YORK — VeterinariaA suit were the WHA, IPS
29 points. - the game with 9:18 to play and eight times in the opening Mark Gerard, central Management, Indianapolis ,
76ers 107, Nets 104 his team trailing 94-81', scored round and was the first player in the Belmont Race ck Racers Ltd., Indiana Hockey
Led by Doug Collins and 12 Mints to spark Milwaukee to be selecked hype limit 013 "sting" case,. bad hits_ Inc., Racers Reserve Corp.,
Darryl. Dawkins, Philadelphia - putlionston. It was-the fifth._ teams. seeflikushill hiked briefly by Indiana-National-Band.
searedthe kutjapainuutue_tdigria e at NEW ORLEANS - Texan Judge Theodore Velsor, but it ipdianapigii_Baceramnine.
game to make Billy Cun- home against three losses onmillionaire Robert—Moody was reinstated soon after on HORSE SHOW
-ningham'S debut a the road, including one to confirmed that he is part of a an appeal by State Attorney NV,i VORIC — The United
winning one. The 34-year-old Houston. group making Charlie Finley . General Louis J. Lefkowitz• . States Equestrian Team
Cunningham took over as a concrete offer to buy the TENNIS
Knicks 95, SuperSonics 92 scored its second Nation's Cup
couch of the 76ers earlier in Oakland A's and move them to_ _TOKYO__ — Top-seeded triumph hi two weeks at theEarl Monroe 1, sank two
the day after Gene Shue was gew Orleans. Manua °ratites of Spain but National Hors -§how in
Celts Out-Muscled
And Out-Hustled
By The Associated Press last nine shots to help
The Boston Celtics are being Washington pull away froin
out-muscled and out-hustled Phoenix at the end. Dan-
these days and Dave dridge, acquired from
Cowens is at a loss to explain Milwaukee in the off-season,
it. wound up making 11 of 13
"What can you say?" the shots and leading all scorers
Boston center said Friday with 24 points.
night after a 109-107 loss to the Braves 100, Bulls 92
Denver Rockets dealt the Dilly Knight and Randy
proud Celtic's their seventh Smith combined for 49 points,
loss in eight games, the worst including 13 down the stretch.







begins Sunday for two of the
--National -Footbail 
Ala ba ma-LSU was- the
most beleaguered clubs, the 
weekend s °iffy iñêetliil
Kansas City „chiefs and 
between members of The
Buffalo Bills. 
Associated Press Top Twenty.
If It in. anything like the Meanwhile, No. 1-ranked
'First Season," it is going to 
Texas visited Houston, third-
he a 1_,........ me. in. the first ranked Oklahoma was at
hau orgLregoir_season, Oklahoma State, No. 4 Ohio
fired:  'Clutch free thiww-4 wfth-14- Moody salt-fie-understood thirdsetedllarold Solomon 6- Madison Square -Garden.
e
rel.naining("It was more fun than I N Seattl 
an offer would ,be made to 1, 6-0 in the Is of the
expected," IWO wiping ' - bad-taken a42-9I lead with
emotionally drained. sometime this week. Open Tennis Champio
seconcLs remaining when John 
BASKETBALL °nudes will . meet"Really, that's the truth — it
Johnson hit one of two free
was fun. And what made it so
much fun was that the players 
throw a ts. Monroe's two
free throws ed a foul by
extended themselves. It was a
Gus Williams aad roolde-Glen
terrific feeling to watch those 
Gondrezick came through
guys going all out to win this ,
game." • - ' '- 
_with, two----insurance • free
throws with two seconds left
Rullets 113, Suet% -•- -that put thelgame on ice for
Bob Dandridge hit on his . the Knicks.,
ew York beat Seattle. e pusieyin.Ftlauderdos,F*, ,41000100,. Arno
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For The Do It Yourselfer





NATIONAL MANUFACTURER & LOCAL BUILDER
NEEDS IMMEDIATELY
THREE RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR
DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS
CALL
WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN AMERICAS FINEST
SWIMMING P001. AT A GREAT SAVINGI




COMING DOWN - Eric Os
Johnson (65) and Mike Utley
rd Kenny Edmonds (24).
Alabama And ISU
To Collide Today
borne of Todd Central rushed for 51 yards against the Tigers. Here, he's being brought down by Craig
(40) of the Tigers. Other players in the picture include Anthony Keeling (12), Claude Johnson (23) •
(Stekrieses by Kevin P•nock)
Friday's Sports In Brief
Joseph Mayer, the chief of an
investigating team here to
probe whether a "dead"
Uruguayan horse won a race
at Belmont Park, said he was




and one current player on the
World Hockey Association
team filed suit for $12 million
POOTBALL- _
'PrfTSBURCH
By 11F-RSCHEL NISSENSON No. 10, was idle. -
AP Sports Writer The Second Ten, it was No.
Bear Bryant said he was 11 Nebraska at Missouri, No.
"happy to see Charlie Mac 12 Pittat West Virginia, No. 13
having a good year," even Clemson at North Carolina,
though he was going to do his Utah at No. 14 Brigham
best today to retard same. Young, No. 15 Florida State at
When second-ranked Virginia Tech, Stanford at No.
Alabama mekNo.111.Louisiana -_16 Southern California,
State today- in a trationa1ly74Yeettingle No. 17
televised game following the California, Wyoming at
Florida-Georgia contest, it Arizona State for a night game
was to mark the 36th time and Colorado at Iowa State.
Bryant would hook up against Arizona State and Iowa State
a head coach who either were tied for No. 19.
played or coached under hirn. Texas not only was at-
Bryant was 30-5 against his tempting to hold onto its No. 1
ex-pupils and had won the last national ranking, but the
20 since Charlie McClendon Longhorns were hoping for --
and ISU beat him 14-9 in 1970. revenge for last year's 30-0
McClendon was winning embarrassment against
with regularity until the last Houston, which ended their 42-
few years and has rebuilt game winning streak at home.
successfully (5-2) around - In addition, Earl Campbell - --
Charles Alexander, the - needed . only 40 yards to--
nation's No. S 11th in becoilif 'the N6. 10. ground.'
average of 144.3 yards per gainer-,on the all-time NCAA- •
game. list.
1BU currently leads the Notre Dame was out to
nation in rushing (326.6 yards avenge last year's 23-14 loss to
per game) and is seventh in Georgia Tech, a game in
totaloffense. ,- :which the Yellow Jackets--
This was a must game for roiled up 368 yards on the
LSU if the Tigers hoped to win ground and didn't throw iv*
the Southeastern Conference Pass. _
title. And even if they won, Besides Baylor-Arkansas
Alabama would have to lose and Wyoming-Arizona State,
one more game. the rest- of the night
-iiefireirn won she gaiiiiiincT-State et Mine* 
Georgia
Tech
kelt at No. 5 Notre Dame, Nor-
thwestern at No. 6 Michigan,
For the Chiefs, entertaining 
No. 7 Kentucky at Vanderbilt,
the Green Bay Packers, it is 
No. 8 Arkansas plays Baylor
the head coaching debut of 
in a night game at Little Rock,
Tom Bettis, the former boss of
atNorth
Kansas City's defensive-and- N" Perie State
.Carolina State. Texas A&M,
the kftop spot when Paul Wiggin
was fired last Monday. "A
beam new season"- iirbinised
labia  Be was elevatetto
Edwards, an All-Pro - safety Bettis. 
PHILADELPHIA- Gene Warwick of Australia in the --vrith the Pittsburgh Steelers,
Shoe, who coached -the--finala.--Warwiek-bested- Thn - red-at-large, the West
- Philadelphia 76ers to the Gullikson 2-6, 6-3, 6-1 in the in a sueeession of players who
National Basketball othersemifinal. ., have left t/4-Xational Football
association's Eastern title RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. League team -eason.
last y'ear, was. fired by team' umAintlelatiated •
owner Eugene F. Dixon and Dianne Fromholtz out of the
replaced by former 76ers star championship showdown by
Billy Cunningham. scoring a 7-6,6.4 victory in a Grid Scores
Shue who has three
remaining on his contract
valuet_a_8150.000 at year. 
came to the 76ers in 1974. He is
the first coach to be fired this
season in the NBA.
NEW YORK - Arbitrator
Peter Seitz has ruled that the
National Basketball
Association is within its rights





$250,000 roundrobin tennis „„ 4,„
tournament - Rittard 28 viestport to
Fromholte dPfeat set _up_a_ =Taggligener a
finals meeting on national Fairdale 21 Southern 6
television today between the 
truoar 1169ileeffrnersontorn 10
resurgingBillie  J.ean King and 
Chris Evert.
LIMA, Peru — Bolivia took
a 14 advantage over Peru in





LOOK OF DESPAIR — You can almost tell the outcome of the
game by observing Tiger Cheerleader Jenny Francis as she wat-
ches from the sidelines in the Tigers' 21-0 loss to Todd Central.
r SCOTT DRUG
11 - .4, 1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription on
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon T116 PM.r
HIC=X101)==71/4===t104
Moore 12 Mate 7.
'Pleasure Ridge Park 18-Shawnee 14 -
Seneca 7 Atherton 0
Thomas Jefferson 6 Eastern 0
Trinity 21 DeSales 7
- Marion County 9 North Hardin 7
CuMberLiiid 14 Lynch 6 - "
Russell 27 Huntington East 8
Lincobi Co 53 Casey Co 2
Boyle Co 14 DenvilIe
Henry Clayoil Lexington Lafayette 7
Tate s Creek 16 Bryan Station 0
Bowling Green 46 Russellville 8
Franklin C36 Laurel Ca 6
Harrodsburg 32 Mercer Co 0
Campbellsville 25 Taylor Cot
Ft. Thomas 33 Campbell Co 0
Glasgow 7 Tompkinsville 0
Johnson Central 40 Lenore, • .Va . 16
Lewis Co 25 Rowan Co 14
Madison Central 26 Jessamine Co 12
-Owen Co 32 Henry Co 8
Shelby Co 14 Grayson Co 0 , ,
Williarnsburg.22 Clay Coil
Scott Co 14 Harrison COO
Woodford Co 21 Clark Co 18
Elizabethtown 30 Ft. Knox 13
East Hardin 34 Larue Co 0
Bourbon Co 24 Parise
Mayfield 14 Paducah 111ghrnan
Todd Central 21 Wiurray 0
Heath 20 Ballard Memorial 13
Webster Co 34 Reidland 6
Henderson Co 35 Lone Oak 0
Somerset 34 Russell Co 7-
Crittenden Co 19 Fulton Co 15
Adair Co 18 Gamaliel 6
Bardstown 52 Nelson Co 7
Bellevue-35 Dayton 7
Carroll Co.35 Morgan COO
Caverns 14 Barren Co 12
Christian Co 42 Hopldnsville 0 '
Covington Holmes 12 Newport 0
Pt. Campbell 37 Fulton City 0
Garrard Co 42 Wayne Co 30
Harrodsburg 32 Mercer Co 6
Hazard 24 Johns Creek 6
McLean Co 23 West Hardin 20
Metcalfe Co 28 Clinton Co 6
Moho/as Co 48 Fleming COO
Oldham Co 12 Ludlow 0
Raceland 34 East Carter 6
Greenup 12 Huntington, W.Va . 6
Simon Kenton 21 Boone Co 12
For, the Bills, who counted
the Sellsetiral
running of O.J. Simpson, the
game against the Patriots in
New England is the start of
!event: games without his
services. 0.J., slowed earlier
this year by knee miseries,
will undergo surgery and
might not only miss the rest of
the seasOnhut might decide to
pit the garne-entirely.- - - -
M-Stinday's -other gamer,'K-
will be Tampa Bay-pt Los
Angeles, Dallas at the -New
Giants, Chicago- al -
schedule was:
Tulane átMIkthIF1a -,
Nicholls ,State at Northeast
Louisiana, McNeese State at
Northwestern Louisiana
Marshall at Akron, New
Mexico State at North Texas
State, Jackson Statkat Tozer_
Soilrhern, Ccdorado State...-at --
Arizona, Cal Polx-Pomona at
Fullerton Stale, Nevada-Las
Vegas at Idaho, Fresno State
vs. Long Beach State at
Anaheim, Texas-El Paso at
New Mexico and San Diego
State at Pacific.
Houston, Cincinnati at
Cleveland, Green at Kansas
City, Miami at the New York
Jets, New Orleans at
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh at
Denver, St. Louis at Min-.
nesota, San Diego at Detroit,
San Francisco at Atlanta and
Seattle at Oakland. On
Monday night, it will be
• Washington at Baltimore.'
The biggest problem for the
Chiefs might be dealing with
. the departure of the popular
Wiggle. Sorde_players -have-
expressed gpilt at causing his
firing and have said less-than-
complimentary things about
Kansas City's front office.
Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 nriges. Turn right pn
280. Follow 280 for 7 mdes
past lonner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
Rest stop sign, turn riglat then














The salary of the Mayor of Murray is $5,000 annually.
You -a mayor-who will-put-in-a-full weeks
- work and-Is completely dedtcated tit the interests of
this community. His record is well known to many for
successfully completing any task assigned him. He has
never benefited personally froinhis-manyactivities-in-
the interests of the city. He is conservative in his per-
-Banal finances and positions and will not support any
prggrains not beneficial to the people collectivey. -
Or
A Candidate who spends 14-16 hours a day, seven
days a week on personal interests and would not have
time to properly administer the affairs of the city, who
jeould shift his responsibilities to council members and
possibly two department heads- and who has profited
personally from his position on the'coupcil.
That is not the position of leadership a mayor must
take. If elected to the position of chief executive of-
ficer, he must assume that responsibility and not-pass
it on to others.
Twill be on the job to do the job, "_ _
NC
Re Sure Elect N. Ed Chrisman
Paid tor by Quist-ruin Campaign Fund













STILL APPEARS WHEN AND WHERE IT WANTS TO.
• • DON'T LET IT CATCH YOU OFF GUARD. I.• •
••
No one knows' whycancer happens. Or when. ••
Or where. Or who it will hit next. And not that it ••
will necessarily hit you, but why go unprepared? ••
Life and Casualty Insurance Company has a ••
-,Family Cancer Medical Expense Policy that you ••
-can't afford not to look into. Call your own Life ••
and Casualty agent and talk things over. It can't ••
hurt to be prepared. But it can hurt not to be. ••••
••••••LIFE &CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY OF TENNESSEE
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MEMBERS AND GUESTS of the Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club held their monthly campout at Piney Campground
in the Land Between The Lakes on October 21, 22, and _
23, with Jimmy and Sherry Graham as wagonmasters.
Children and grandchildren attending the campout and•
pictured at the fort in the playground are, left to right,
Lori Rogers, Evon Jones, Kathryn Canon, Cheryl Hern-
don. Ginger Graham, and Greg Rogers. A potluck supper
was served on Saturday evening and devotional services
were held on Sunday morning. Attending the canipout
were Jimmy, Sherry and Ginger Graham, Ned and Beth
Wilson, Jimmy, Marilyn, and Cheryl Herndon, Jo- Pat,
Hilda, and Pam Winchester, Andy, Linda, Greg, and Lori
Rogers, C. W.. Dot, and Evon lones,1:13. and Jo Burke_eril
Clayton, Susan, and Hope Hargrove, John and Joan
Bowker, Rudolph and Opal Howard and Kathryn Carroll,
Fred and Martha Butterworth, J. T. and Anita Bucv,
Lyman and Betty Dixon, and A. A. Doherty. The club will
hold its next campout at Piney Campground on Novem-
ber 18, 19, and 20, and the annual Christmas dinner on




Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURf GRAYSON McCLURE
joke 9/ East out of Murray for 2 tildes
 Turn r,ght on 280
Follow 280 for 1 mules post 8onner's 
Grocery Take
blacktop into Panorama ond follow bla
cktop to your roght
Telephone 502-436-5483
Carroll Tire Service






































Week before last, I was
confronted with couple ,of
situations that have been on
my mind for some time now.
While hunting in Tennessee,
statewide, I spoke to a local
farmer who informed me that
someone -had -kid--
and had drivenacross his
father's field tosettieve it. He
had informed the farmer
-about the downed deer, he the
farmer would have even
helped him get it out. As it
was, he destroyed much of the
farmer's soybeans in his
selfish effort to get his game.
Fellows, when we hunt on a
man's land, at no expense, at
least we can respect his
property. Free hunting rights
are a priveledge, and should
be appreciated. The second
incident happened a couple
days after that in area ten of
L.B.L. As I sat in my tree
stand watching for deer, I saw
instead, two vehicles driving
right down the middle of the
woods Although there was a
dirt .road, it was not a
designated road, and therefor
illegal to traval. Those guys
should have had respect for
me and other hunters, not to
4 4‹.
. 47 1 e41444 Si
Th,k professionally done display of the fenny Ridgellowhunters Society attracted a
great deal of attention during the National Hunting and Fishing Day activities held in
the Land Between the Lakes, on Sept. 24. This day is set aside each year to promote the
outdoor sports, and the conservation of our wildlife.
the out of du.
Butch Geer --Otftdoto Lditor
To The Point...
1* Rick Norwalk
How do you break a jinx?
One has been plaguing me for
three years now. The first
round of the L.B.L. bow
season drew to a close,
Wednesday, Nov. 2, and it
seems, everyone has had, a
worse year than ever in seeing
deer. I suppose the weather
had something to_.do with_ it.
I'll try to have a complete
reoort on the success statistics
next week. Anyway, we still
have untill the Ilth statewide,
if any of us still have the
stamina.
_ sorg about last week's
column,' or lack of one rather.
Yes, friends, I let it slip by for
_an early night on the sofa. Just
part of the tribulations 'Of
Whit e r Ahh 13iit what 
mention respect for the L.B.L.
regulations. It is sad to realize
that in a day of so much
controversy over hunting
rights, that some people still
are so unconcerned for the
sport of hunting, and the
--rtghts -others. These-
=irresponsible people are
rtferred to, as slob-hunters
and deserve very little
respect. Although they
represent only a small per-
centage of the total hunter
population, they can ruin the
reputation.oLall hunters. So,
when you think; "„Why not
drive across that held, or
down that old logging road,"
then think of the rights of
.Others, —arid reconsider your
photo by Randy Dodd
441.
is one of those
old that stuck to
his recurve, and it pciyed off
this year. Congradulations,
Mike; t hope this is just the
first of many. Same goes to
Sammy Tidwell who also
-brotrght-in-a-nice spike buck
-last -week....J.- believe his first
also. You.may take many deer
in your lifetimes, and larger
ones, but none will ever be so
thrilling as your first;
especially when it is taken
with a bow.
I've been at it pretty
steadily. myselt, 'I'm about
own attitildeaTavard hunting:
Someday, ,your_own son may
want to tread the woods in
• .0pgratiit.4-wiltgarne. Whether
he will have that right or not,
is conducive-to our actions at
present.
Not all of us have had such
poor luck , this_year_Gary_
dbilelt—igajii -MS--
season, with a 95 pound doe
that he took over in area five
last week. Gary always seems
to come through with one or
two per year. I believe if I was
you, Gary, I'd take up gam-
bling. Randy Dodd also
brought in a nice 89 pound doe,
from area sixteen, and Gary
Holman reported a 'fine
young buck. Understand,
that even though I have
mentioned two hundred pound
deer previously, and you may
see some from Ballard
County, these eighty to one
hundred pound deer are fine
deer for our neck of the woods.
One hundred fifty to one
seventy-five pounders are
usually real trophies for this
area. And speaking of
trophies, Mike Wilson
collected his first this year, as
he took a seven pointer down
near Neville Bay this past
Five Points
AMOCO
Your full service station











• Muiray's• • -goat'
Qualified Bear Archery Service
P140111 753 1571 (htd,41 Si
weekend. Mike
hard-nosers
nvinced that I couldn't get a
deer if it fell over my stand.
Plagued with constant bad
luck; I'm wondering if maybe
Tifouldn't take Up knitting. I
had been hunting really hard
for a particular large buck
ever since _I, sayi him on the
road a few weekrIgO. But"--'re gun sens66 'in the
after several days in the stand 
remainder of the open
without seeing him, lidecided counties in 
Kentucky. All
to go deeper into the woods, 
counties are open except the
following, which are closed to
for the last afternoon. Well, I
_sektk____440.___see.. him so / both gun and bow deer hun-
returned to the truck. And as tiug • -Clark, Clay,---Floyd,
Harlan, Jackson, Johnson,
Changes in regulations to affect several deer heaters
1977 Deer Hunting Regulations
By: Jolua Wilson
If you haven't looked at a
copy of this year's deer
hunting regulations, you
tat& be in for a surprise.
There are some major
changes this season.
For one thing, gun hunters
will have two "long weekend"
hunts, instead of the usual
five-day season. The gun
season opens Nov. 12, runs
through Nov. 14, then closes
until Dec_ 3, when it opens for
another three-day hunt
(through Dec. Si. That's one
extra day of hunting, and with
any, luck at all, we'll have good
weather on at least one of
these weekends.
Steve Pember, and I started
home,—there he stood. same
as if he were waving good-bye,
right on the side of the high-
way. He had probably walked
right by where my stand was
first located. After several
minutes of -shreiking and
pulling our hair, we drove on,
hopeful of the second season. I
later learned that he .was hit
by a car that same night. I
guess his luck was worse than
mine-. -
Now that we are in the split
of the seasons, you might take
the time .to refurbish ,your
equipment, and sharpen up
your shooting skills. Also, it's
time to gather up those
warmer duds, because the
latter season has some pretty
cold days as I recall. More
pictures next week; so long till
then.
Guns hunters may also use
certain handguns this year,
providing the guns and am-
munition meet certain
qualifications. All barrels
must be 3.90 inches or longer
and only the following car-
tridges may be used: .30
Herret; .357 Herret; .357
magnum; .357 auto mag; .41
magnum; .41 auto mag; .44
magnum; .44 auto mag; .44-
40; .45 Colt long; .45 auto mag
or .45 ACP, the last of which
must use either semi-jacketed
soft point or semi-jacketed
hollow point bullets. No full
jacketed bullets of any caliber
may be used.
Note that this regulation
calls for specific cartridges.
This means, for example, that
it isn't legal to hunt dee; with
.38 caliber cartridges in a .357
pistol, even though the .38
cartridge will work in the
particular gun. '
These handguns may . be
used during both the Nov. 12-
14 and the _Dec._.3-5 gun
season's, and handgun hunters
are subject to the same
regulations as other gun
hunters.
Nine counties will permit
either bucks or does to be
taken on Dec. 3 only. These




Owen. During the _other five
days of gun h-tinting, only
bucks with at least one forked
antler may be taken in these
counties.
Bucks only is the rule for the
received a list of check
stations when you bought your
deer permit. If you didn't, the
lists are available from any
county court clerk. All deer
taken by gun hunters-must be
checked, either at the nearest
open check station or by a
conservation officer.
And speaking of the deer
permits, the search for a
better tag goes on. Last year's
plastic tag provecrto be brittle
in cold weather, so this year
hunters are trying a tape tag.
Don't experiment with it;
When you stick the two ends
together, it's stuck for good, so
don't try it on anything except
you deer.
Remember that all
gunhunters must wear either
a vest, coat, coveralls, cap or
hat of fluorescent "hunter"
orange. The entire garment
must be hunter, orange, and ,
wearing any rine of the above
will satisfy the requirements
of this safety regulation.
Finally, remember to ask
permission to hunt on private
lands. If you are hunting with
a .240 caliber or larger rifle,
the law now requires that you
obtain written permission.
Either written br oral per-
mission is necessary for alai
other hunters. - -
We've covered just some of
the highlights of this year's
deer hunting. For a complete
rundown, write the Division of
Public Relations, Department
of Fish- and Wildlife
Resources, Frankfort Ky.
40601 for a copy of the 1977
Deer hunting Guide.
NOTICE a
To Hunters, Fishermen and all Early Risers





management areas are closed
to all hunting as part of a deer
restoration project. These
areas are Beaver Creek,
Dewey Lake, Grayson Lake,
Pine Mountain, Redbird and
Robinson Forest. These areas
are well marked with posted
signs, so hunters shouldn't
have any problems here. The
Yellowbank area in
Breckinridge County is closed
-to deer hunting but open for
hunting other species.
Gun hunters who took deer
last year should be familar
with check stations. This
"instant survey" method of
keeping track of our deer
harvest will be in effect again
this year. You 'should have





Specializingin servicing tires 8. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires






Wilt Be Open For Breakfast at 411. M.
6 Days A Week
4 A. M. to 7P. M.
Closed on Tues.)
Randy Dodd displays the fine 89 pound doe he took
last week in area 16 of the L.B.L. Randy was using his 55
pound Astro compound, and three-blade Wasp heads,






2 M4ts Ent Hoy 94 -- 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
'FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality Si Quantity _Guarenteed
4





-Preparations for the Ducks
Unlimited Banquet are in high
gear now. Those members
asking for donations from
area merchants report some
great door prizes again this
year. Without the help of area
merchants the D.0 Banquet
would not be successful and
probably could not be held at
all.
Items that will be auctioned'
include an ATC three wheeled
motorcycle, donated by
Overby Honda and a country
ham from Col. Lees. Hand-
carved decoys, hunting trips,
wild life prints and the D. U.
shotgun will be other auction
items.
Door prizes that will be
given away include a case of
out-board motor oil, hunting
boots, duck and goose calls,'
barab-q shoulder, catfish
dinners, bunting clothes,
decoys and Many others. So
mark Thursday Nov. 17th on
your calendar. The dihner and
auction will be held at the
Murray Country Club with
refreshments being served at
_6 p,nLand.the dinner meaL_
td follow-at 7:00 p.m.
If you want to attend and.
don't know where to get a
ticket I'll tell you right now.
Tickets for the D. U. Banquet
may be purchased from any
officer who include Ber
Hogancamp, Carlos Black
Jr., or Charlie McKenney.
Several members have tickets
to sell. The ones I know to
have tickets are Bruce Walker
at Bruce's Top Shop, Spnny
Hooks at Hooks Wheel
Alignment, Tommy Rushing
at the *Bank of Murray, Jim
Greer at Murray State, and
-Jerry McConnell at M&M
Sporting Goods. So don't say
you couldn't find anyone to
buy a ticket from. If you miss
the banquet you will be
SORRY.
The lake is now at winter
pool or even lower; so if you
are hiding a part of the lake
that is new to you, be very
careful, those stumps are
.tougher than your boat or
prop:..:-
See you at the banquet, and
don't forget to bring lots of
money—the ducks sure need it
to preserve wet lands up in
Canada.
-._ MAY ALL YOUR HUN-
TING BE SAFE AND , EN-
-JOYABLE.
Cave Run Closed As Statewide
GOOfe Season Opens Nov 17
When the 1977 statewide several wing-clipped geese on
goose season opens November the lake, necessitating the
12, Cave Ran -Lake and the closing. Duck hunting will be
surrounding area willremain allowed in the area. The area
closed to goose hunting. The--dosed to goose hunting has
_ Forest Service, which—been marked with posts
manages the area around the having either green or red
- lake, recently released tops.
A Statement In Defense
Of Bowhunting For Deer
This exceptional article was hunting in different areas Field Archery Association,
published under the across the country. The below which has members in the
"Bowhunter Bulletin" column statement no doubt carried .State of Massachusetts. I am a
of the Otstober 1977 issue of considerable weight in the - Member of the association's
Archery magazine. The Massachusetts legislature's bowhunting advisory corn-
statement in defense of decision to defeat the bill mittee. I am a biologist ey
bowhunting for deer was which, if passed, could have training and currently em-
presented to the banned bowhunting in that ployed by the New Jersey
Massachusetts legislature by state. Items like this should be Division of Fish, Game, and
Bob McDowell of The National of concern to all hunters - not Shellfisheries as a wildlife
Bowbunter E . -.,.----.11117e41011 loat educatioteiallii In ad
Foundation. It is the best pro.
-bawhunters.
A Statement dition, I am currently con-
hunting statement I have read In Defense Of ducting research into the
to date. Hats off to Mr. Mc- Bowhunting attitudes, demographics and
Dowell and the others like him , For Deer economics of bowhunting in
who speak up against the .- - -am- Robert McDowell, New Jersey. I wish to make a
banning of archery deer representing the National statement regarding Bill
H4320, which would ban
hunting for deer with a bow
and arrow in Massachusetts.
In our view, the question of
_bewhuntinticirleas tnyolves-
-I:free considerations: Is it
eonservation? Does it en-
danger people? And is it right
Philosophically? I will address
these three areas.
Is it conservation? Yes, we
think it is. Conservation is the
wise use of a natural resource
and bowhunting for deer
conforms to this idea:
Bowhunting produces
8,800,000 man-days of
recreation for 1,250,000 people
nationwide annually (Wildlife
Management Institute, 1971).
A minimum number of deer
are harvested with few states
—showtrigniore tllon a-Tpercent
-hunter success on deer. The
-license monies collkted are
used by state agencies toHappy Fred Kemp strains to hold up the head of this carry on wildlife managementgiant, 10 point, 214 pound, buck taken during the second programs. This amounts togun hunt last weekend in Ballard County. Fred was hun- $2.5 million each year. In,ting with his father, J,C._IcO7apd could_n't have begun..........osiditiort recent legislationIiirsifuTlfingiiifeer Wiih-a nicer bucl. _ _provides an 11 percent tax, on
archery sales with the monies
going to the federal aid to
wildlife fund. This will amount
to $4.3 million this year. These
funds are given back to state




the benefits of recreation
uses the wildlife ream
- 'sparingly.
Another aspect of the
conservation, issue which Is.
sure to come up is how many
deer are woundedand left to
dleln agonized death? For the
purposes of our discussion, we
wilt consider as cripple loss ,
those animals which are shot
and die but are not found by
the bunt. Alspe
consider as wounding loss
those deer which are shot but
do not die. In studies con-
ducted by -the New Jersey
Division of Fish, Game and
Shellfisheries on deer deaths,
a 3 to 5 percent cripple loss is
reported. This is a percentage
of the deer legally harvested -
by bowhunters. In 1a76.
bowhunters took 2,110 deer in
number
wber Jersey, or 16 times them
inmassachusetts,tankeen
cripple
loss figure was derived by
conducting dead deer sear-
ches utilizing sophisticated
metal detectors to determine
the agent causing the deers'
deaths. These searches were
conducted on both private and
public lands which have the
heaviest bowhunting pressure
in the country. Similar data is
reported by New York State
aid Missouri from hunts
• onducted and surveys taken
:n their states. In a. survey
-Photo Courtesy Murray lair Co.
V AN&Modem Mangan
To appreciate _the present,
one must understancilhe past.
Around 1900, most authorities
did not have much hope for
any of the larger forms of
_ wddllfe suryivipa far beyynd
the 1920's. This pessimistic
view failed to foresee the
screritifft—wildIFf
management programs that
developed in the early 1930's
and which7.--ha.ve_ espaaded
through subsequent decades.






from the states of the
Mississippi Valley and all
eastern states except Maine:
common only in Alaska and a
few localities in the Pacific
Northwest_ and Rockies.'
Today:Common to abundant
in nearly all states except
Hawaii.
Pronghorn Antelope: 1925-
Authorities estimated 13,000 to
26,000 in U.S.A., most in
Wyoming and Montana.
Today: Minimum population
in all western states is 500,000.
Bison: 1895-800 survivors.
Today: Population about 6,000
in U.S.A.: all available range
fully stocked.
Elk: I907-Common only in
and around Yellowstone
National Park; estimatel
total south of Canada, 41,000.
Today: About_ 1 million in 16 considered a candidate for outdoor recreational use.
states. early extinction. Today: The Livetrap and transplant to
White-tailed Deer: 1895- most common breeding unoccupied havitat more than
About 350,000 south of waterfowl in eastern U.S.A. 50,000 deer, 16,000 antelope,
Canada; extirpated from Sea Otter: 1907-Nearly 2,000 elk, 1,000 mountain
„mese than half the plates. -.extinct:. a .few suryivora. in sheep, 111,000 fur -animals,
-Today: Approximately 12 Alaska's Aleutian chain and in 20,000 wild turkeys, 22,000
million in 48 states. coastal California. Today: waterfowl, and 130,000 quail.
- -Wild Turkey: 1930-ConifflOff Miiiriiiiiiil--OF060; 'sue- COnduct-extensivefelthear
in only a few southern states, cessfully restored to waters of on wildlife habitat needs,









education programs for school
teachers and students and
promote understanding of
wildlife needs and habits
through articles and television
shows.
Protect both hunted and
nonhunted wildfife by ap-
prehending conservation law
violators. Many state con-
servation law enforcement
officers also enforce laws
against polluters, whose
activities impose serious
threats to wildlife and its
habitats. But, as in all
resource management efforts.




several outside original range
of species.
Fur- Seal: 1911-Official
census in Pribilof Island
showed 215,900. Today: Herd




Several species on the brink of
extinction because of
slaughter on their nesting
grounds by feather collectors
to supply the millinery trade.
Today: Most species common
to abundant over most of the
United States.
Trumpeter Swan: 1935-73-71
survivors south of Canada on
one wildlife refuge. Today:
Thriving populations on two
national parks and several
national wildlife refuges.
Removed from endangered
status in the late 1960's.
Wood Duck: 1915-Greatly
reduced in numbers and
Columbia, increasing and
extending range in California.
Since 1938, state fish and
wildlife agencies have used
sportsmen's license fees and
special taxes under the
Federal Aid in Fish and
Wildlife Restoration Acts to:
Acquire, develope, or
manage 2,900 wildlife refuges
and management areas
totalling nearly 40 million
acres. These lands protect
vital habitat of a wide range of
wildlife and are heavily used
by bird watchers, nature
students, and other outdoor
enthusiasts.
Construct or restor more
than 300 lakes for fish and
woldlife with a total surface
acreage of 35,000.
Acquire or develop more
than 3,000 public access areas
that open nearly a millino
otherwise inaccessable acres
and 2,000 miles of stream to




24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
"We Appreciate Your Business
;11111111111111111111Unlifl lllll nflI1111 llllll 1111n1111 lllll HUM/MD lllll 1111111111n1111111111111111
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Jerry's. Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Prompt, Efficient Service
_ Is Our Business-
ItJTSONrfilizer Chemical Co.Apc.




This nice spiked buck downed by Sammy Tidy/01,2091.13th Si, Murray, dressed out
108 pounds A member of the lenny Ridge Bowhunters Society and a painting con-
tractor by trade, Sammy downed his deer at Land Between The Lakes on October 29,
around 4:25 in the afternoon. Bow season at Land Between The Lakes Closed Novem-
ber 2 and will reopen December 10 to run through December 31. Statewide archery
season closes November ti and will reopen December 10 and run through December
31. •. . _
conducted in 1971 by the
Wildlife Management In-
stitute, 24 of 29 states reported
that cripple losses from
bowhunting were less than, or
no more than, those which
occur from gun hunting.
, --To shed some—tight—on-
wounding loss, the New Jersey
Division of Fish, Game and
Shellfisheries conducted a
survey at .deer checking
stations in 1974, 1975 and 1976.
A total of 3,367 deer were
examined for arrow, wounds
by trained biologists. Only one
percent of the deer showed
any evidence of arrow
wounds. All of the deer
examined were in healthy
condition and showed no
prolonged effects from the
encounter with an arrow:The
bowhunter is an efficient
harvester of deer,—Xclaet,
more efficient than a moun-
:ain lion which allows 22
percent of its prey to escape
after attack (M. Hornocher,
1970.) 
Is bowhunting safe? To our
knowledge, there have been
only six reportedlataltties-to
bowhunters in 35 years of bow
huntini,  two of which were
selfthflictedTWe --estiinate
maximum of twelve fatalities
considering, two times as
many unrepoklidTTWias
never been any bystander




1,250,000 people annually. The
normal bowhunting accident
is a self-inflicted one and
consists of the cuts, bruises
'and -falls incyrred in any
outdoor activity. Bowhunting
is safe, safer than many other
human activities such as
taking a bath or going down
the basement stairs.
Is it.„right philosophically?
We think it is. We feel that
bowhunting is, a -healthy
outdoor --Stion.- Further, we
feel that killing a deer and
taking it home and eating it is
no different than eating beef
or any other animal. There is
no difference in eating a pound
or beef or a pound of venison;
both are produced by the
ecosystem. We do not feel that
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
the sport of bowhunting should
suffer because there are
people who do not believe as
bowhunters do. We feel that
legislation which suppresses
the activities of one group
because of philosophical
differences is-discriminatory:-
In summary, the National'
Field Archery Association
believes that bowhunting
conforms to the concept of
conservation and that,
through licensing the taxes,
bowhuskters benefit, the
wildlife resource, Bowhunting
is a humane sport and does not
result in large numbers of
wounded and maimed deer. In
fact, bowhunters may be more
humane and efficient than
nature's methods of har-
vesting deer. Bowhuntinuls-
safe and poses no threat to
bystanders. Mie-beneflts
recreation and economics far
outweigh any threat to people
. or harm to deer populations.
On the other hand, the "no
hunt, let nature take its
course" philosophy of wildlife
conservation expressed by
some people kas resulted in
damage to the deer resource
and its habitat. In my state,
Storey's
Foodelad
Open 7 Days A Week
- 8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwif. 641 So. ° Phone 75342
the long-delayed __Great
Swamp deer hunt is an
illustration of the 'con-
sequences of this philosophy.
Prior to the first hunt, con-
ducted in December 1974, deer
were starving and in poor
he4th. The does produced
fewer Ling weaker fawns, aid
the habitat for other wildlife
species was being consumed
by too many hungry deer.
Today, after three successful
hunts, the body weights and
the reproduction rate of the
deer have dramatically- in-
creased. The habitat is
showing signs of recovery.
The unusually harsh winter of
1976 further illustrates the
wisdom of hunting deer. There
have been no deer found dead
of Atirvatian at *the Great
Swamp, Refuge after the 
Winter. o/16..
I cite this example to show
the benefits of deer hunting as
opposed to the hazards of the
anti-hunting philosophy. We
bowhunters do not feel we or
our wildlife resources should
be the "-victims of an
ernotionallYbiiied tifiscientifie
view of wildlife management.
At Natchez Trace near Jackson, Tennessee, Donald King
bagged his deer on a gun hunt last Saturday, October 29.





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
S 5th Murray Ky 753-1640
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.












AS taF November 3, 1977,
I, W. T. Turner, will not
be responsible for any
debts other than my












submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.














on and the Business
Office may' be
reached- .on 7 53-
1916.ond 75.3491
Crossword Puzzler Answer-10 Friday Puzzle
ACROSS 5 Macrune tor
converting
I Mie mechanical
. 6 OirtieS ener_gy
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, room
i g Intertwines 1 3 Famed • bower - 38 salvor
20 Likely 16 High cards 28 Displace water
21 New 19 Dipper 2-9 Barracudas 39 Residence
22 Titles 20 White 30 Buccaneer 41 Outfit
23 Competent Poplar 31 Speed 42 Pig
24 Altar screen ..22 more recent - contest 44 Sun, god
26 Hurry 23 Separate 32 Manifested 46 No-good
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_Diali-Jay_ Uuted Feature SIndterite. Inn
2 Notice 2 Notice
2 Notice
bring us yours for extra
, PLASMA IS needed from • wEEKLV- -PART TIME janitor, lateCottift PORTRAITS
copies. Made from any
site into any size.-
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




















Senior Citizen . . 753-0929
Needline )53-NEED





WHERE IS Paradise? Is
Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not, where





history to: P.O. Box 142
Murray, Ky. 42071.
HORNBUCKLE Barber
















Holman Jones, 217 South
pill, phone 753-3122.
answers _ to these_ and
Any other questions that
tnight arise check the
pages of the only in-
struction book inspired
by God for the use of his
people, The Holy Bible.
--For assistance-call- 753- -
--04..
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK Labrador
Retriever, 10 weeks old.
$20 reward. Call 753-
0575.














Please apply in per-
son:  _
POSSIBLE stuffing hours: Call 753-0189.







Full time service man.
Will consider man
with experience or
someone that is ser-
vice inclined and









In my- home 8- Lui ti)
4:30 p.n. 5 day week.
Please call 753-9496. '
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for Courier car' driver
api*OxfulateTy 301oUtii,
5 days per week. Apply
between 9 and 5, PSR; --
205 South lith or- call 753.- -
9694.
WESTERN KY.
Chemical plant needs an
experierTeiff- _main-'
tenance mechanic.
Applicant must have at
least 3 years experience





Person with degree -











WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
TWO BEDR0041
Fairly new.:' la good
condition. CA11_7174901_
after 6 p.m. •
15. Articles For Sale
40 OAK and hickory tree
laps for sale. Call 753-
5856.
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for 'ale.- $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
PORTABLE- -DISH-
WASHER, like new. $40




























16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and





plow and disc. 1974 F-600
Ford truck, with lime
bed. Call 527-8374.





made any site for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses.
Healthopedic or foam.









ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open'7 : 30-
5:30 or anytime by
•
FOR SALE:•12 inch black








Si. Wing -Chagsetel 454- -
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
sis aluzoN coRN.3Trup...,- MARLIN GOOSE gun 12
drums with removable gauge-3" 
Magnum, 36"
- '
.• tight EitthIg lid. $5.00
-each. Also odd lobs of
candy. Coconut candy
bar, 11.00 Ver lb- Nut
full choke barrel. $75.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
0561.
22 Musical
27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 MOBILE 1110M_E, 3
bedroom, 2 ' baths,
central beat and • air,
underpinning, nice front
. porch. Furnished or
. unfurnished. Call 753-
logs, $1.00 per lb. Call • .G,IGANTIC ALBUM Sale 54'18 after 5.. 
5,1t.weell„
 $and 4;,_35 753- aU 414 SaturdaY.-----BY---ONNER__--- due tri
aro' !W. 4,0B*9 4-•°•• t-'llovember -5th, with-. -sarioni-wHecident we are
OAK - FIREWOOD for -
Specials changing every -. famed to sell cardinal
hour from 10 a.m. to 5:30' Court Mobile Home--
sale. Call 436-5820. p.m. at. Sunset Park. 11 units now
cellent • starting' wages STANDING TIMBER by ofirgyirAG- - gas -dryer, 
Boulevard • Music, rented, also 7 spaces
and company paid the acre or footage. Call, white, perfect c
ondition. ...Dhdeland -Center. Don't rented, total 18. Income
fringe _benefits. Send 465,_ v.= rubber -






















THE ENP AND I HAVEN'T
COME ACROSS 401.1R NAME .
WOULD LIKE to buy , and Metal frame $15
'miss it!'-, " now $1,661 per month. ,
--.-Fegietered *ire hairtt Call 753-1310 .Mayfielii, KY. 4206T if 
I A,. James, Route 3, •
-









ANTIQUE" 11 "PIECE - dryer, idde- CM- A -ilCifii144" IrA -n Curly None Repairs • •
refrigerator-treezer, ,
co* -1 W-. xelysiennite
rflitellaneous






' and china cabinet. Call
WANTED 114BtintER 1;527:1450.
Immediately. Hours 6;30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Call
WANTED SOMEONE to
eep two children ages 5
and 7 on Saturday from 8,
_a.m. till 6 p.m. Phone
755-1684, --Brenda Allen.
-gatial436-2639tank:. eall-d-jrhtstandr "Donlan Wanted"
. , - -$YOUllt
• energy mate' 
Tee "Wood•Berass' that saves Gin woSTMASwill be
I over when you come seeCOMPLETE 011 SUPPLEMENTAL HEAT
FOP NEW OR OLD) NOM ES I a unique colleetion of
I antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
-La peae-ge m out a on
display inside the Hair
Dresser Beauty Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
thrMrrosuo. Ethupele monthMorrofis
November. Thursday,
iiL Friday and Saturday
-from 10 a.m. to 4130 pan.
16 Home FurnishIngs
SOLITAIRE Tiffany DUNCAN PHYFE dining
diamond "Se4"1"White 'buffet. $75. 
can3 che436,22irs and
7g5os.1c1,16re 5. _6350. Call after 5 p.m' 
--MN:- BED with- --box-
oNE-THIRD  . springs and mattress,






1677 /MA. esiet• SynINCIINt.teC
cnmui-e5oe-) WILL THIS YES, MAMA.
MAKE Y0.1 HAPPY.. LivrNG AND THEY
WITH THIS„ THIS MAN IN ARE NOT
A CAVE WITH LITTLE
? 
SAVAGE.




FPOLLIN0 IN HIS GRAVE.







AGREED!. OF SAYING 'YES''
TOLD HER NOT TO
( LET YOUR EXPRESSION
POOL. HER
rries
you dollars in fuel costs 
_
Connect to year ATBSABT,
sir doci7systait .7 7 -11-0AK FIREWOOD, WOO

















100 Smith 13th St
Phone 753-3911
•
Roaches. Sliver Fiat ,
and Shrubs
29 Mamie Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES- and
while- &die -SOU% for


















seats, bedroom "suites in
pine, oak, maple -and -
cedar. Headboards,-- ail -




-Utility *all and base-
----cabinet, bean bags.- --
Carraway Furniture,
105 Ne 3rd, 753-1502.
TURQUOISE G.E.
washer and dryer, Pi '
years old, $350 for both.
If interested all 753-
1959.
HOTPOINT WASHER, 2
speed, $75. Call 753-4478
before 5 p.m.
r,LECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Ton:
Montgomery, 753-6760
- 'day or night-.
AVAILABLE 0 W .
Urethane foam. All
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
-WW1 p.m.
WANT TO RENT a .3
ledr-norn - house




To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy 'saver. Every home
and building owner can use-itiand can save them up
to 50% of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trims how to install with on the
job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in selling
'this foam llitulatidn that winiamifacturer-Can
applied all year round. Write.. mperial Coatings °‘










413 N. 6th St.
One of those homes that will be here when we've gone. L.
_Good in town location on 4 Jame lot with garden wok _ -
No maintainente aluminum siding exterior with tongue
& groove walls under dry wall & panelling along with
natural gas & fireplace make this very economical. To see'
this or others call or come by
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
3.
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32 Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.








Call at noon or after 5,
753-4109.





and Duroc open gilts,
also purebred Angus




Call 753-6749 or 436-5838.
AKC MALE black Cocker
puppies. $80 also taking
orders for Christmas.













• house crystal. Come put
in your order for
Christmas Oita:
Saturday and Sunday.
_ _November 5th.and 6th.
1:30-5:30. 1605 Locust St.
43. Real Estate
GOOD TASTE - GOOD
BUY - Very neat and





in living room, fenced
backyard, newly
painted inside and out.
Robertson School-WIDE SELECTION of
District, immediate new and almost new
possession, and- priced
in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-









LYNN GROVE -If you
like lots of elbmit•roont,
this bothe- you.
Home has -nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
142 baths and lovely
kitchen-dining room
combination. Situated-
on over one acre with
beautiful trees, and
garden area. Priced in
high 30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for more information.
CAN'T find _a home_you
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury and build
your own. Beautiful
corner lot 140i1x120. S.
W. corner of Oxford
Drive and Tabard




170'7 office, 759-1716 after
hours.
"G2E-Ef A-GE- SIL E, -













business such as antique
shop, professional of-
fices, or retail outlet.
Located at corner of
North 5th and Chestnut
Streets. Shown by ap-
pointment only, so
phone us today at
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We would love to
-show you this choice
property. Price just
reduced 810,000.






of country living in this
like new, nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
. bath home located 4.. 
milesfrom Murray.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining
area, eat-in kitchen with
all gold appliances.










List Your Property With Us
505 Melia . 753-0101
MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your house





"Quality That Will Please"
So. 9th 753-5719
Put Away That Book
Of Dream Homes
Here is a brand new home to enjay wilt, OW. This 3
bedroom home has Great Room with fireplace for warm
winter evenings. 2 baths, heat pump and well insulated.




' Loretta lobs - 753-6079- --lenes-70-449
Helen Span* 7S3-8579 Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Bill Payne - 753-9794 Judy Johnston - 437-4446
South 12th at SY 0111710fil
T E EPHONE 763.1061
brick homes, priced
reasonably. Lakeside
homes. Building lots in





brick home in town - fine
home near Oaks
Country Club. Frame
home priced to sell.
Store and cafe, may be
purchased, without stock
and fixtures for $22,000.









49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 DODGE TRUCK
with topper, 1973 Dodge
Dart Swinger. Call 753-
5809.
1 1970 OPAL KADET,
63,900 miles. Good
second hand car. Call
753-5029 after 4 p.m.
1958 CORVE'TTE 327-375
s automatic, needs paint.
; Call 354-6206.
19$9 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice B
Allis Chaliner tractor,
after 5 p.m. 474-2392. -221- JEEP CJ-5 
plow and cultivator. Call
black
with chrome slotted
wheels, new mud tires, 6
cylinder, 4 speed
transmission. $3850. Call
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD GRAND
Torino. Loaded with
extras. Priced at $1050.






condition. 1973 Vega red
and white automatic.




up. 327 automatic with




"OUR QUOTA FOR GRADE A STUDENTS
iLLEV.-OUR NEED NOW.IS 10





`We're not the oldest or
largest real estate
firm in Murray - yet!
But we are striving to
be the best. We invite
.everyone in Murray
and Calloway Co. to
come by and meet us
at the most con-
veniently located real
estate company in
town. When you do
business with us,




thocki Jeff's Shopping Canter
So. 12th St. ailer
759-1707
Z=111111
ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone Wale Ind lazie"
Purdom & Thruman shaded lot Call 4814110.





44. Lots For Sale
LARGE LOT on 121 West
has 30 x 60 block barn,
could be used for some
type of business. Call
WHY RENT? About
miles West, double-- 
489-2110. -
garage with 2 room
apartment above. Call OF MURRAY - 36
489-2110. acres, 49 acres, 77 acres,














x 22 concrete patio, 12






our Kay Facial& Me Real heat!" 
793-7794
MI *mere thswey, By.
WANTED - Farm
PrePerty - We have
had request recently for
acreage from 2 acres to
50+ ... including
acreage East of Murray.
If you have land you are
interested in selling, call








45. Farms For Sale
A CAREFUL buyer's 
dr 807 N 7th----110USE-ON-r-ircre -
Street. Ideal for retired rooms, bath, big hall
couple or beginner and fireplace, has
hoilie. This sharp 2__:-.--7‘1179199_9301 shed, large
bedroom brick veneer hi block building with
excellent condition is fireplace, good orchard.
• carpeted- throusizogt„loMod an Stale Line
-nkeTY-decorated:-Alr--10"% Toiler west of
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom house. •
Near University. Priced
in 20's. Call 753-8728
1968 GMC Pick-up. Six
. cylinder straight shift-
long wheelbase. In good
-condition. 750.00. Call
354-6217.
1971_ GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
-Wheel, landau top-, ex-












and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 4364306.. _ . _
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 751-8669 or
• 436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
-" will clean the hallway
free, limit 4:10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call753-1335.
075 SH.VER Cougar Z1'4-
with maroon interior: -
bucket seats, automatic
on the floor, factory AM-
FM 8-track and factory
mags, white walls,
power steering and
brakes. Call 753-1419 or
1371 FORD Custom 753-8273 after 5:00.
pickup truck. Lbw
-mileage. Call after 9
a.m. 75344112.
1971 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive pickup. Like
new condition. Call 767-
3325 after 4 p.m.
1973 BUICK REGAL,
extra clean. Air con-




earn - . 1 station -wagon. One
owner car. Air w
- dition. Call 435-4117
between 6ád-93i.
Mt CHEVROLET, t new
tireschanically
good. Call 75t-WAI after
draperies included. Hazel in Tennessee. 6 p.m. or all day Friday.
Paved driveway, car- $13,000. Call 4924754.
_port. In the 20's. Call or  1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800
' by 105-N. EN-E 'actual miles. $750. Call
Boyd Majors Real SERVATION home • 753-0649 or 753-4547.
Egtate-76960.110, nearing completion.- _ 
Located on Quail Creek-----197t LINCOLN Mark N.
ENJOY PRIVACY - Drive in Gatesborough. Call 753-4445.
o.w. of murray, Three__ bedrooms, 2 _
bedroom frame home jit_____lmths, law den_ wfth lift BUICK Electra, 4
top condition, has own wood burning fireplace, door. AM-FM radio. Call
living room dining area. 7534445.
Kitchen with all• built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
well, wall to wall car-
pets. Bonus, 2 + aeresr.--
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
NEAR KIRKSEY Just
listed a 3 bedroom
frame and one acre lot.
Has storm windows,
doors, outside storage,
own well, electric heat.
Pricertto sell at $18,500.
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.







Nov. 10, 10 a.m.
S & L AUCTION CO.
Location: Turn right on Coleman road off Hwy.
60 West, vs mile East of 1-24, Paducah, Ky.
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT
2 Row Allis Chalmer-C with equipment, 140 In-
ternational with equipment, International-C with
equipment, 3 Ford tractors; includes a 1952 and
1949. A new 6600 Ford tractor with end-laoder
fused approx. 150 hrs.), 1-4 bottom plow, 1-3 bot-
tom plow, 2 pick-up discs, trailer axles.
TRUCKS AND AUTOS
63 Model Oldsmobile, nice, 61 Chevy 3/4 ton, 41
model 1 ton GMC, 63 Dodge 1/2 ton, 59 In-
ternational 11/2 ton, 71 Ford 1 ton with grain bed.
TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND EOUIPMENT
WILL BE SOLD BEGINNING AT 1:30
Antiques, primitive type furniture, household
and furniture, yard and lawn equipment (6'42 HP
Sears shredder,bagger), office equipment, 4
drawer filing cabinet, 10 ft. office couch, etc.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bicycles, 10 speed,- drums, portable sewing
machine, items too numerous to mention.
TERMS OF SALE:





YOU FINISH and save -
three 3 bedroom houses
under construction. Buy
when finished on outside
or contractor will give
price finished-Call •489-
2110.
• 1973 CUTLASS upreme,
power steering and
brakes. With air. Sharp
See at 507 South 7U) after
- 4 p.m.
1964 RAMBLER 6
cylinder, with air. Good
condition. Good - gas
mileage. See at 507
South 7th after 4 p.m.
1975 PINTO station





1974 FOUR WHEEL drive
Chevy, power steering,
air condition, 4 speed,
new wheels and tires.
83400. 1968 Dodge grain
truck, $1850. 1962 Dodge
truck tractor, $650. Call
489-2792.
, 1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
cylinder engine, 3 speed.
Good condition. Best
offer. Call after 5:30 436-
5344.
1973 CHEYENNE pickup,
air and double flower.
Long wheel bye. Ex-
cellent condition. $2400.
Call 436-2689.
1973 CORVETTE white -
with tan leather' in-
terior. Tilt wheel, AM-
FM stereo. Air con-
dition. Call between 8
and 5 753-3021.
1972 MG, good condition.
1100.00 firm. Call 753-
6564 after 5 p. m.
CUTE, COMFORTABLE L QUIET
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
transferred and want a quick sale. Home has
economic gas heating, fireplace in living room,





George GaIleggier 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932





197i GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,





both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
• -miles East of Murray on







equipped. $800 or best
offer. 1965 Pull type
camper, self contained,
16' redecorated, $700 or
best offer. These
campers are in OA
condition. Moving need





department at 1-24 and




decorative rock or stock
DRIVEWAY gravel or




patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-








by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor



















- dry,: work completely
guaranteed. Call or',
write Morgan Con-
litruction• Co., Route 2,
Flai.409A.




FENCE SALES at Sears
no*. Call Doug Taylor





stillation will • o
plumbing, heating spd
-sewer cleaning. Call *-
7203.
YOUNG MOTHER
babysit with small c




TREES TRIMMED a tip
cut. Call 753-4707. "-
A








DO YOU-- need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps"' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,





dow glass and glass
showcases. M and G
Complete Glass',
Dixieland Center, 753-
53 Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SALE. One
to 500 hales. Call 753-
1$.eizimm
FREE KITTENS white
and gray, long hair,
boosehrokiaL:Ca11:431
'5502.
FREE TO good home,
two 8 month. old. cats.
One female spayed and 1
male neutered. Call 759-
1636.
FREE - Six 9 week old
puppies. 'Part-terrier.
Will be_ small Juid_will _ .
make ideal house pets.
Call 753-5219.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-












ficient service. NO job -








home or industrial. Call
Charles Coolcsey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
. PROFESSIONAL carpet
- and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster offers
steam or dry foam.
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30





5. a.. EVI.RY FRIDAY NIGHT 
SUNDAhitiRT BUFFET





DINNER DANCE SAT. NOV. 5th --
 DIU BLACK COMBO
MEMPHIS, TENN.
-- 01110111AL SACK UP GROUP
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
-SEAVOOD BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT
COUNTRY HAM- CATFISH- HUED CHICKEN
SCOTTY NM AT THE OMB
WED. - THURS.- SUN.
TOUCH Of CLASS BAND TUES.- FRI.- SAT.'S
Sao. yaw SA•po..g te. 15.
GENERAL STORE- OPENING NOV. 15in
Most unique gifts anywhere!
2-9 4-1 1.-11 bUUI LULLS ail 11.JUI 11-JUI IUU..1 I 1 
Poke, Look
Under Go Behind
We don't think youl find anything wrong with this (har-
ming 3 bedroom brick... Cozy living room with Franklin
fireplace, large eat-in kitchen, paved drive, garden area
Minutes from town. For information, call our office today.
After Hourc
Loretta Jobs - 713-6079
1424en *anis - 751-11579
ea Payne 753-9794
Brenda bones - 711-8468
Glenda Smith- 751-1499
ludv lohnston - 1' 44443
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Let's Stay Well
Diet And Vitamins
By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD.
O. Mrs. K. T. wants to
know how she can be cer-
tain that she and her fam-
ily are getting an adequate
supply of all the vitamins.
She also , wonders if an
excess of them can be
ha rinf ul
She notes that additional
vitamins have been discov-
ered from time to time and
asks if some remain
unknown.
A. Vitamins, as such,
were first discovered at
the Lister Institute in Lon-
don in 1911 by a Polish
biochemist, Dr. Casimir
Funk. He was carrying out
research on a group of
chemicals called amines,
some of Which were
_thought to be essential for
life. Therefore, he named
these essential, nutrients
- vita (Latin word for life
amines 'their chemical_ _ 
classification). The spell-
ing was later shortened to
vitamin when it was deter-
mined that some of these
essential nutrients are not
amines.
Perhaps the first essen-
tial nutrient was discov-
ered in 1747 by James
Lind,. a surgeon's mate in,
the British Navy. He found
that citrus juice taken on a
regular basis could pre-
vent scurvy. Interestly
enough, it took until 1795 -
for the British Admiralty
to recognize officially that
citrus juices prevent
scurvy and to use them. It
took the British Mercbhant




It is possible that other
additional essential nu--
trients remain to be dis-
covered and will be iso-
lated at some future time.
Overdosage, especially
of the fat-soluble vitamins
A and D, can be toxic.
itainul&amh_CAIWA0wAt-„
range of symptoms- includ-
ing nausea and vorriiting,
fatigue, itching, and signs__
present.
----Major street repairs_ will.
have to be done with gas tax
funds the city receives an-
nually and the work per-
formed on a bid contract
basis.
General funds and gas tax funds are liwiited but with
definite priorities set, a more effective program can be
carried out and the deficit spending be eliminated.
This can only bidone by a Mayor who is on the job
and can closely viafeh *hat is being done.
Be Sure and Elect Chrisman
Paid For by Christman Campaign Fund
For Mayor, Forrest Priddy, Treasurer
of disease of the nervous
system. Vitamin D can
cause an excess of calcium
in the body. 
-
Excess vitamin 'intake is
wasteful because the body
doesn't use what it doesn't




thusiasts have often tried
to persuade the public to
take an excess of vitamins
- largely without concern
about their toxicity and
acting principally on the
fallacy that, if the proper
dose is helpful, more would
be better.
It is preferable to get
your vitamins from a com-
plete, balanced diet. Such
a diet takes care of ade-
quate vitamin intake,_
avoids an excess, and pro-
vides other essential
nutrients. Foods may well,
supply certain essential
ingredients not yet isolat-
ed.
If you want detailed in-
formation about known av-
erage daily vitamin
requirements, I suggest
that you call your health
department, talk to your
physician, or write to the
Food and Nutrition De-






Holy Communion will be
celebrated by St. John's
EpttearialThuretrorr 3unday,
'November 6, at 9:45 a.m. with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport
as the minister.
Ray Redden will be the
acolyte and Steve Hale will be
the lay reader. Ushers will be
Ami Brun and Heather Doyle.
Barbara George will be in
charge of the nursery.
'_"-The - Church _ Sclicin/ aid
congregational meeting will





'- It has been m* -feeling for
some time that the street
department's_ activities must
be confined largely to street
repairs and there are still a
number of streets which need
attention as pot holes are- _
1.
For Four Years Of Honest, Sober, And






-The Democrat Candidate For Sheriff"
- Pni Nte*1 id rem ter by een4144eie
Memorial Church Dr. James Fisher Church Of Christ To Hear Guest Speakers Sunday
To Have Guest
Speakers Sunday
The Rev. Moses Valdes,
home missionary, will be
speaker Sunday, November 6,
at the 10:50 a.m. services of
The Memorial Baptist Church
as a part of the World Missions
Conference of the Blood River
Baptist Association.
"For the Beauty of, the
Earth" will be the selection by
the Adult Choir, directed by
the Rev. Ron Hampton with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Dianne Dixon as pianist.
Hayden Rickman, deacon of
the week, and the Rev. Jerrell
White, church pastor, will
assist in the morning services.
The Rev. Hughlan Richey,
state missionary and director
of Missions in Madisonville,
will be the speaker at the
seven p.m. services on Sun-
day.
• Special music will be by the
Sunshine Choir - and the
Puppets, and by the Baptist
Student Union Choir.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
will be at six p.m.
Other missionary speakers
will be Chaplain Joe W. Vetter
of Fort Knox on Monday; the
Rev. Kenneth J. Parks,
foreign missionary to Chile on
Tuesday; and the Rev.
Malcolm D. Brown, home
missionary from Sweetwater,
Texas, on Wednesday. These
services will be at seven p.m.
A church wide fellowship
will beheld after the services
on Monday with the men
providing pies, cakes, and
cookies. The regular church
wide potluck supper and
fellowship time with the.
missionaries will be at six
li91114 cInesdaY •
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Rool
The First Christian Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, November 6.
His subject will be "Samuel,
-the Kingmaker." - —
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem "Ye Servants of
God." Jan Hutson will be the
organist. The flowerswill be
in memory of Mrs. Ralph
_Woods- by The family, -
Dan McKeel will be the
worship leader with Rebecca
Page as candle lighter and Dr.
Clegg Austin and Dr. and Mrs.
Dave Eldredge as greeters.
Official church _visitor for the
week will be Mrs. Corinne
McNutt.
Elders serving will be
Preston Holland and Johnny
Reagan. Deacons will be Voris
Wells, James Boone, Ken
Kellar, Darrel McFerron, and
Fred Wells.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
The God and Country Award
Class will be at 4:30 p.m.,
Junior Choir practice at five
p.m., God Squad at 5:30 p.m.,
Senior Youth group at six p.m.
and Vespers at six 'p.m.
NAME OMMITED
The name of Kellie Overbey
was nut included in the list of
students named to the honor
roll for the first nine weeks
grading period at Murray
Middle School and published
in the November 3rd issue of
the Murray Ledger & Times.




The Rev. Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., will speak on the
subject, "By What
Authority," at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, November 6, at the
First United Methodist
Church. His text will be from
Mark 12:38-44.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Greeters for Sunday will be
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones.
The Youth Choir will
practice at 4:30 p.m. and the
Children's Choir at 5:30 p.m.
with Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Cohoon in charge.
Youth meetings will be at
6:30 p.m. Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Swift as the
November parent helpers.
Lessons will be on "Wedding
Time!" for Senior High and
"Putting It To The Test" for
Junior High.
The Wesley Student
Fellowship for all students
will be at seven p.m. Sunday
at the United Campus
Ministry. The study of Mark
will be at nine p.m. Wed-
nesday at the UCM.
Fellowship students will rake
leaves to raise money for
projects and activities and
persons may call 753-3531 for
this service.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Services
At Murray Church
Bro. John DaIe'ivill SP—eik:R"
the 8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m., and
six p.m. worship services on
Sunday, November 6, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
His morning subject will be
"Pray to God; but row toward
the shore" with the scripture
from Nehemiah 444. '-`None
of These Things Move Me"
will be the evening subject
with scripture from Acts
20,22-24.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Owen Moseley,
Jerry Humphreys, Thorna.
Schroader, Kevin Colson, Ed
Thomas, Jerry Bolls, Leon
Adams,- Willie Francis
West, Mitchell Mowery, Gene-- •
Jones, and Bob Miller. •
-
Serving for The Corn —
Supper will be Webb Caldwell _
Garry Evans, Jon T. Car-
penter, and Nelson Murdock:--
Tanuni Crouse will be the teen
nursery helper. Ted Howard,
Ray Karraker, Jerry Hum-
phreys, and Gene Paul King
will serve on. the Extension
Department.
Men serving the audience
for The Lord's Supper during
November will be Bob
LaMastus, Wayne Hopkins,
Steve Gough, David Wright,
Larry Evans, Rick Spann,
Amos Hill, Jerry Fulton,
Larry Cunningham, Guinn
Jones, Paul Kelly, and James
Suiter.
Teh University Church of Australia, will speak and
Christ will have guest present a program of colored
speakers at the 10:30 a.m. and slides relative to his work on
six p.m. worship services on Sunday at six p.m. Mr. Glover
Sunday while the regular is sponsored by the Bethany
minister, Bro. Kenneth Church near Trenton, Tn.
Hoover, is in a gospel meeting Assisting in the services on
with the church in East Sunday will be Ernie Bailey,
Detroit, Mich. W. H. Brooks, Jack Wilson,
Drew McGukin, assistant in Jim Lawson, George Wilson,
the department of Speech and Gary Taylor, and Tommye
Theatre at Murray State Taylor.
University, will speak at the Serving The Lord's Supper
morning hour. Ronald Baker, will be Vernon Gantt, Hemp
a deacon at the Hillsboro
Church of Christ in Nashville,
Tn., will speak briefly at the
close of the morning services
in behalf of David Lipscomb
College.





be held at the Kirksey
Methodist Church starting
Monday, November 7, and
continuing through Thursday,
November 10.
The services will be at 7 : 30
p.m, each evening with the
Rev. Charles Parker of Obion,
Tn., as the speaker. Rev.
Parker is the son of Mrs.
Bessie Thurmond Parker and
the late Lynn Parker of
Murray Route Two. He is
married to the former Dathal
Treas, daughter fo Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Trees of Murray
Route Seven.
The Rev. Fred S. French,
minister of Kirksey Church,





"Giving and Joy" will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Buz Rabatin, minister of
the First Presbyterian
Church, at the 10:45 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
November 6, at the church.
His scripture will be from I
Chronicles 29:10-13 and Mark
10:17-22.
The lay reader will be
Brenda Hough. Rev. Rabatin
said the sermon will be a
means of emphasis on
stewardship which will be
heightened by the celebration
of The Lord's Supper and
reception of new members—
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Denton,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Fleming,
Steve Gunter, and Dr. Larry
Kjosa.
The Children's Choir,
directed by Kathy Mowery
with Lisa Slater as organist,
will sing. The children's
sermon will be "Stewardship
Is Sharing."
Church School will be at 9:30
be held at the Kirksey Church church
a.m. An open house of the
school will be at six
Homecoming services will
on-Sunday, November 6, witE- p.m on Sunday..'
asthesocRieavte. minRobiestrterEof. 
the First will 
Events throughout the week
include session meeting
United Methedist Church, on Tuesday at seven p.m.,
Murray, as the speaker at Adult Choir rehearsal on
eleven a.m. A basket lunch
will be served at noon and a
gospel singing will follow at
1:30 p.m. featuring The Im-
pressions of Paducah.
Nursery attendants for
November will be Patsy
Rogers, Carol Sims, Jo
Farley, Sue Adams, Ruby
Herndon, Lou McDougal, Lita
Warner, Gerry Thomas, Rita
Carson, Sandy Fulton, and
Patsy Massey.
Bus drivers for the month
will be James Mowery, James






We start with tender
juicy chopped Sirloin -
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast A





-Free--Soled Bar and DrinkintoiN Try 5' Cone
TOeXAM
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE'
liv m 10 p m Weekdays • liam -I0:30 p.m. Sal. & Sun
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m.,
Hollyberry Bazaar on
Saturday, November 12, and
pledge Sunday on Sunday,
November_13._
W. Brooks, Rob Gingles, Orrin
Bickel,Larry Dunn, J. H. Nix,
Bob Melugin, Sherrill Gargus,
and George Gallagher.
Nursery supervisors will be
Nancy Fitts, Glenda
Newsome, Shirley Dunn, Kim




More than 300 high school
singers from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Rlinois,
and Louisiana will gather on
the campus of Murray State
University for the 30th annual
Quad-State Choral Festival on
Monday, Nov. 7.
After a full day of rehear-
sals, the choir and a 40-
member orchestra will per-
form the "Requiem" by
Gabriel Faure under the baton
of Robert K. Baer, who will be
conducting his 25th Qkuid-
State Festival.
The concert is scheduled at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Baar emphasized that there is
no admission charge and the
public is invited to attend.
Quad-State Music Festivals
conducted at Murray State
each year draw thousands of
students from several states
to the campus.
Along with the choral
festival, a string festival was
held Oct. 17, and two band
festivals are scheduled for
December and January — for
junior band students Dec. 5
and for senior band students
Jan. 20-22.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken County police are
investigating the disap-
pearance of 110 pounds of
9-tiiirituana frarit Vault in the
sheriff's office, Sheriff Hal
Cole says.
Cole said the disappearance
was discovered two weeks ago
when deputies planned to burn
the marijuana, but the loss
had not been made public




Speakers for the World
Missions Conference part at
the First Baptist Church on
Sunday with the Rev. Dewey
Mercer, missionary to Japan,
at 10:45 a.m. and the Rev.
Ivan Lapinell, missionary to
Spanish speaking people, at
seven p.m.
Assisting in the services
with the church pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, the
Rev. G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Glen Grogan,
deacon of the week.
Special music will be by the
Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist. Solos will be sung by
Gail Lovelace at the morning
service and by Gus Robertson,
Jr., at the evening hour.
Other speakers at the seven
p.m. missions services will be
the Rev. Bob Miller, Western
Region representative of the
Kentucky Baptist Board of
Child Care, Madisonville, on
Monday; Joe W. Vetter,
chaplain in the U. S. Army at
Fort Knox, on Tuesday; and
the Rev. J. Kenneth Parks,
general secretary of the
Christian Education Board in
Chile, on Wednesday.
Sunday School with Paul
Dailey, Jr., as director will be
at 9:30 a.m. and Church
Training will be at six p.m.
. Volunteer nursery workers
on Sunday morning will be Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Conklin,
Miss Dana English, Miss Lisa
English, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, and Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Harrison.
The Senior Adult Fellowship
potluck luncheon will be held
at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
.41,thittaker on Tuesday_ at
twelve noon.
LAKE DATA_
• Kentucky Lake, 7
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.4, down 0.4.
Barkley Laker 7 a.m. 354.3,
up  0.4.
Below dam 309.0, down 5.8.
investigation. Sunset _4;57. Sunrise 6:25.
The word is out. Your nearby Dodge Dealer's got the biggest
"news" for '78. A great new lineup of brand-new cars that will
turn you on like no Dodges have ever done before.
FIENDISHLY SEDUCTIVE DIPLOMAT TWO-DOORS,
FOUR-DOORS, AND WAGONS.
ELEGANT, YET ADVENTUROUS, MAGNUM XEs.
ASPEN COUPES, SEDANS, AND WAGONS THAT ARE
BETTER THAN EVER.
CLASSIC CHARGER SEs.
IN ADDITION, DODGE COLT DEALERS HAVE THE
EXCITING NEW CHALLENGER.
You'll find them all at yozmif nearby Dodge Dealer's. Where
you'll also find easy financing, great service, and a wide selection
of models to buy or lease.
GET ALUM NEW CAR NEWS FOR '78. AT YOUR
NEARBY DODGE DEALER
•••
